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I' COUNTY ROAD WORK WILL
SHORTLY BE DONE, AtRE-
°ARDS NEW HIGHW S.
Linn Pryor Assumed Guardianship of
Edward Pryor—Deeds and
Wedding Licenses.
Couuty Assessor VVes Troutman is
preparing to asseri all the county
and city property for county andstate
tax purposes, and in making arrange-
ment to do this s naming some dep-
meats to do this, naming some dep-
ral districts. Yesterday G. C. Finley
and W. E. Allen qualified as deputies,
while others to be chosen will du
likewise in the county court. The as-
%lessor has to have everything valued
within the next four months so he can
turn his books over to the board of
supervisors for the county and let be
made what changes are deemed ad-
visable in the figures placed upon
each piece of property. The work
of collecting taxes then starts. This
s the first year's service for Ole new
county asseseor, who has been famil-
iarizing himself,with the duties since
his election and induction into office
last January.
COnsity Road Work.
Supervisor Bert Johnson of the
county roads yesterday way allowed
$3.162.64 in the county court, for use
in the county road work. The su-
pervisor expects to finish all
road work by she end of
next Monday, as by that time chilly
weather will have set in and nothing
can be done during the winter except
the repair work absolutely necessary
Property Bold.
Land lying in the BiBg Bayou creek
in the county has been sold by J. M.
Richardson to J. H. Martin for Igloo.
The deed was lodged yesterday to be
made a matter of record with. the
• county clerk.
W. C. O'Bryan sold to H. A. Ham-
by for Ssoo, property lying in the
O'Bryan addition to she city. Proper-
ty in the same additiop was sold by
O'Bryan to Joseph B. Lambert for
$6s. and another piece to John Woo-
ten for $170.
Peter Ratcliffe bought from Sarah
Cisase. for Ws property on the north
aide of Terrace avenue.
J. Andy Bauer transferred to J. N.
• Twitchell, for $15so, property on Wil-
lie street.
J. L Rudolph sold to S. M. Ru-• 4 Mph. for $2.029.50. land out in the
•country.
Licensed to Many.
Couple matrimonially inclined pro-
cured yesterday licenses from the
county clerk as follows: ;R. W. Wag-
oner, aged .so, and Annie How, aged
45; of the county; J. R. Jamerson,
aged 2Q. and Belle Bradley, aged
26. of the city; George A. Flacker,
aged as, and Sophia May Hummel,
aged 21, of the city. A colored cou-
ple procuring a license was Gene
Caldwell, aged T9. and Tilena Downs,
aged 21, of the city.
Maimed Guardianship.
Linn Pryor yesterday qualified be-
fore the county court as guardian of
Edward Pryor.4
FUNERALS.
Mrs. Decker to Be Buried This At-
ternoon—Ben Beyer Buried.
START LAYING !NOTHING EFFECTED TOWARDS OUTLINED THE




APPEARS AS IF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS WILL NOT BE
OPENED NEXT MONDAY, UNLESS SOMETHING IS EFFECT-
ED—WARM SESSION LAST EVENING—PROF. JOSEPHRAGS-
D:..LE AND MISS NANNIE CULLOM RESIGNED THEIR POSI
TIONS INI THE PUBLIC SCHCOLS LAST NIGHT.
SUPERINTENDENT BILLING-
TON DECIDES ON SUB-
The Concrete Pavements Will Be 
Many Interesting Themes Will BeFinished by the Last of This 
Before Teachers at Their InitialMonth, Believes Contractor. 
Literary Gathering.A hot meeting was held last even- and end the controversy so the
ing at the school board room in the schools could be opened next 3,1on- ------.
way, at which 
day. Mr. Bechenbach advocated bal- Supt. Samuel J. Billington of the
hi men to get ready to start laying ic timc several hours
Yesterday Contractor Bridges had Washington building on West Broad-
loting upon the election of teachers, county public schools, yesterday fin-
the
s
 concrete sidewalks along both v.-tre consumed by the trustees and and also urged that if nothing could ishecl outl fling the programme fol.
sides of Kentucky avenue between piivate citzens, discussing the dead- be done in this manner, to :eave the the meeting to be he:d by all the
lock which exists, but nothing 
was
Fourth and Ninth streets, and this matter to an arbitration by each s de county instructors on the fourth Sat-
morning thy will beg .n spreading the effected towards bringing over the te:lecting some private citizens to urday in September at the• Farley
concrete. The cinder and gritkil re members who are trying to hear the Morgan case and decide school house. several miles from the
foundation for the walks has been oust ' Miss Emma Morgan, there- whether she shall teach or not. Mr. city on the Benton rbad. The pro-
elaced, the mix.ng beds arranged fore it :ooks as .f the public schools Bechenbach agreed that the Morgan gramme shows many beneficial sub-
and everything gotten into eCenpleted will not be opened for the coming supporters would abide by the de- jects will be up for discussion among
form for commencement. term next Monday, which is the regu- cision of the arbitrat:on committee, educators, who at this date mentioned
The bricks in the s-dcwall of Isr time for resumption. This means but those opposed to Miss .Morgan hold their first session to pursue their
Tully's livery stable project half pn that the six stubborn members are stated they were competent to take literary course they will study the
inch or so out over where thg side blockading the education of every care of the question. coming six months.
walk should run #t Fourth an i•Ken- school ch Id in the city of Paducah, 1 Arbitration Refused. All the following subjects wit' be
tucky avenue, and the pavement men unless they give in to the wishes of Arguments galore were made on reported on the. approaching gather-
chiseled the projecting points away tine entire community by the end both sides. the Morgan supporters :ng, which promises to inaugurate a
sesterday in order to have them out of this week and help in making ar- offerring many ways in wh ch to most beenficial and interesting series
of their way. The contractors bel eve rengements for opening of the build- settle the matter, either amongst of personal studies by the teachers:
they will be able to finish the walks ings. Many pr vate citizens who at- themselves, or by submitting it to 'Bind one valuable thought in the
along Kentucky, Jefferson and inter,.., tended the meeting last evening ex- outeiders. but those aga fist this well preface.
secting streets by the last of this Pleased thmselvs as deploring the known and talented lady teacher were Define: education; teaching.
month, as the bittfithic people are .serious ,state of affairs the six mem- opposed to all such suggestions, and Givephsuybsatnad syncpeocfhpoalog.gesy.on Philoso
about out of their way, and there .s. bers have gotten the schools into, and would in turn offer motions that
nething to hold the sidewalk menv hope something can be effected, but showed they wanted to turn anyway. What is science of ethics? How
back. Contractor Bridges wants to "those blockading stuWprnly ex- just so they cou'd get rid of Miss related to education?
get the work done as soon as possi- pressed themselves as 06eing deter- Morgan. Inasmuch as the election What :s the difference between the
bk., because before long cold .weath- m ned in their contrary positions, of the English teacher was entered minds of a child and an adu:t?
er will arive and the character of Al twelve of the trustees were into first, Miss Morgan's supporters Whatfactsnsus a teacher get from
improvement cannot be done except Present last night, while the room would not let the opposing six eide- psychology?
during warm weather. was filled with representative citizens, ttack this issue until it was settled, In what way does the end to be
drawn out to see what came of the which if done, would result in all attained guide the process in
before it, and those opposed to Miss trouble.
posed of all the business schools opened without further How is .the end a measure of suc-
attempts to break the deadlock. The ether teachers being chosen, and the teaching?
PRIMARY EN- board dis
TRIES CLOSE
Morgan were preparing to take an There are about twenty white nowt,esitst!the end a sure test of
adjournment when Member Peter teachers yet to be chosen, whie
Bechenbach staunch supporter none of the colored educators have What question should be asked of
methods? (Discuss fully.)
lc( Miss Morgan, took the floor and been, selected, therefore the schoo:s every new method?
in an earnest appeal urged that some  Name three fundamental ends n
thing be done to break' the deadlock (Continued on Page Four.) teaching.
Whas is first requisite to successful
INDICISSED eludes what knowledge?
teaching? Why?
A true course of instruction in-
In what three special d rections
AGAINST PURCHASING CO. should power be trained?Discuss "skill," "Know'edgc
not transferable," "Principle I."
How does mind acquire knowledge?
"Instruction, both in matter and
APPELLATE BENCH FINDS THAT THE INSTRUMENT WAS D- method, must beadapted to the
capab lities of the learner."AND THIS DISMISSES FECTIVE IN TES'g CASES, ALL—
JUDGE REED GAVE POSTPONEMENT OF ED SCOTT KILL- Discuss "Principle No. a."
INC CASE—MUCH BUSINESS IN COURT YESTERDAY. "Whatevier knowledge is taught
should be so taught that the
act of acquiring it is more m-e- portant than the knowledge It-
e"In Slealrining any art, clear and in-
spiring ideals must guide prac-
tice. 
exercise does the term
"Recitation" designate?
Name three distinct methods of in
strucfion. Discuss each.
The above outline is taken from
"White's Art of Teaching"
first 70 pages. Please study
them carefully and be prepared
to discuss any topic you may
be called upon to discuss. If
you are assigned any special
subject, prepare a ten minute
talk. Help us make the asso-
ciation the best vou have ever
attended.
BY THIS EVENING ALL CAN-
DIDATES WILL HAVE
TO ENTER.
Understood That a Ticket Is Being
gide Up to Enter in Interest
of Corporations.
This evening all candidates who in-
tend entering the city Democratic pri-
mary will have to leave their names
and entrance fee with Mr. James M.
Lanfs the chairman of the arrange.-
rnents committee, who has charge of
these preparations. After this even-
ing no parties can enter the race, as
the time limit expire;, and it will take
the remainder of the time to get the
ballots and appurtenances ready for
the primary, which is called for the
aoth of this month.
Several have entered for the city
judgeship, while only a few have thus
far entered' for aldermen, council-
men and school trustees. It is un-
derstood, however, that thr corpora-
tions of the city are getting up aI . ticket which they will enter at the
last moment this evening, that is if
others of a more formidable nature do
not come forward and enter the rase.
It is also understood that some out-
side this expected slate will enter to-
day. het until tonight it cannot be
told who the Democrats will have to
make their selections from.
WIFE WANTS DIVORCE.
Wants to Be Given Maiden Name and
Also St,000 Alimony.
Clata M. 'Rudolph yesterday filed
This afternoon at 4:30 o'clock the quit in the circuit court asking that
funeral services will be conducted at she be given a divorce from her hua-
Grace Episcopal church over the re- band; S M. Rudolph, to whom she
mains of Mks. Myrtle Mariah Deck- was united in marriage January as,
Cr. Rector David Wright officiating. tome She claims that he has been
exceedingly cruel and inhuman in hisInterment follows at Oak Grove cem-
etiry treatment toward her, and besides
dissolution of the marital ties binding
Mr. Beyer's Funeral. them, she seeks $1.000 alimony, get-
ting an attachment on his property.Yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
'the funeral services were held over Her maiden name is Clata Ragsdale
the remains of the late M. Benja- and she asks that this be given back
sts:n Beyer, at their residence in the to h."'
suburb of Arcadia. Interment fol-
lowed at Oak Grove cemetery, the ob- SMITHLAND COURT.
seqtties 'being officiated over by Rev.
JWm. Bourquin of the German Evan- udge Gordon Took Up the Business
gelical church. There Yesterday.
•—Another $1.50 novel for Judge Gordon yesterday morningsac.
'Doc Gordon,' Mary E. Wilkins' 
at Smithland convened the fall term.
greatest story is now on sale 
of circut court, during which time he. eat- will bear criminal and civil actions.elusively at our store. „ Get aecopy It is believed it will: take 'about tenearly as the edition is limited.
Viarf to thief' the •tniatters coming be-D. E. WILSON. at Harbour's Store. fore -him.
S
4
In the circuit court yesterday of the charge of obtaining money we-
Judge Reed dismissed the indict- lder false pretenses.
James A. Bloodworth was dismiesedments against Dick Davis, W. B.!
C. E. in the three cases where he is chargedKennedy, J. S. Bordeaux, Dr.
with selling liquor on the Sabbath,Whitesides and' W, B. Smith on ac-
count of the court of appeals of this while a fine of $50 was 'assessed.
against him for letting his saloon be-state having decided that a same kind
of indictment against li. H. Loving ,come S°.disorderly and boistrous that
it converged into a nuisance.Was defective, and therefore dis- 
The judge found that Henry Boydmissed the proceedings against him.
was not guilty of flciurishing a .-e•All were charged with doing business
volver in public.us this state as officers of the Peo-
Ed Cloonan . failed to appear forple's Home Purchasing company, 
trial, and his bond was declared for-without procuring a license from the
feited and a continuance granted.state authorities.
Cloonan is an Illinois Central rail-All the above mentioned were di-
road engineer who cut the throat ofrectors of the purchasing concern
Saloonist Harry Allen one year agowhich went up in Smoke two years
ago and brought sensation after sen- 
during a fight at Eighth and Broad-
way. the difficulty being brought onsation for some weeks. Many peo-
ple had invested in the company that
built homes by loaning the patrons
money. The United States author-
Agars refused to let the company use
the federal mails for its business, and clared forfeited and a continuancethis started the excitement which granted. He is the son of the formerbroke tire company that is now hay- mayor of Owensboro, Ky., and wasing its business wound up in a civil visiting the Leming family on Northsuit in the circuit court. 
Ninth street. He slipped into theThe directors were indicted for do- room of a boarder at the home anding business without a license, and' is charged with stealing the latter'sthe charge affainst• Loving taken to revolver and selling it to Carl Wells,the appellate court as a test case. The who runs a pants pressing club onjudges there decidine indictment North Fourth street. Hickman comes,ates defective, it was dismissed, and of a very prominent family and is &s-now yesterday, when the cases again.tt cased of committing the deed whilethe others were reached on the dock- intoxicatedet, they were dismissed also, for the There was Aled away the indict-same reason. They will not be re- mem against 'Harry Phillips, who issubmitted to the circuit grand jury... charged, with stealing - a watch fromThe murder charge again's: Edward another at a West Cotrt street re -Stott was continued until the next Qe- sort. Phillips has failed to show upeetnber term of court at the request of for trial, so his bond was declared for-the ,prosecution, account of a number Eeited, and his sureties, Lawyers Dave'of witnesses being absent. Scott shot Cross and Pete Stay, ordered to pa*land killed the plumber, Stewart, at
Tenth and Kentucky avenue one Sun-
da* night lag winter, during a guar-
el they had, both having been drink-
ing and were in different crowds that
passed each other, when a war of
vetoed* brought on the shooting.
Scott is out on bond.
The petit jury empanehtl by the
judge found Ierry Davis not guilty
by Cloonan making remarks claimed
disparaging, about a lady relative of
Allen, who took it up.
On Will Hickman failing to ap-
pear for trial, this' bond was also de-
A POINTED QUESTION.
Why Paducah Pays Higher Prices for
Shows Than in Smaller Towns.
A well known gentleman picked up
a Hopkinsville paper yesterday aril,
pointing to She advertisement of
"King of Tramps," asked why this
same show charges the Hopkinsselle
people one price and the people of
Paducah a higher price to see the
same company. The inquisitive gen-
tleman was referred to the' owners
of the local play house for an answer.
The show came here, eci it is report-
ed, from Marion, Hi., and went from
here to Mound City.
PUBLIC BOARDS.
Board of Public Works Gathers To-
day, and Aldermen Tomorrow.
ra..0.111••••
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
the $300 bail into court. board of public works holds its reg-
The court dismissed the forfeiture tear weekly session at the city hall,
charge against 'Roy Nelson, the sa- at which time a number of public-
loonkeeper of South Third dtreet. questions come before thirn for con-
There was continued by the pros sideeettion
ecution the indictments against The aldermen hold their regular
Wood Jones and Ernest Ozmont, who semi-monthly assembly tomorrow
 night at tlit'gtneral chamber In the






ACY CFLOSE THEIR DIFFER-
WELL KNOWN COUPLE AN:
NOUNCES SECRET WEDDING




The Mayfield Papers Pay High
Tribute to Prof Gilbert, the Well
Known Musician.
Yesterday afternoon during the
meeting of the Daughters of the
Confederacy of this c ty. there were
chosen the Paducah ladies who will
represent the local organization, at
the coming state and national gather-
ings. The session yesterday was con-
ducted at the residence of Mrs. Dr.
hompson on Jefferson near F•fth
street and during the gathering Mrs.
Louise Maxwell, Mrs. Luke Russell
and Miss Mary Sowell were chosen
as delegates to the national gathering
of Confederate daughters, that will be
held November 13th at Gulfport, Miss.
The alternates named were Mrs. C.
L Linning. Mrs. Birdie Campbell and
Miss Rella Coleman.
Those selected to represent the
Paducah chapter at the state conven-
tion in Pewee Valley, Ky.. were Mrs.
Louise Maxwell. Mrs. James Koger
and Mrs. Mary Burnett. The alter-
nates are Mrs. Frank Cobourn, Mrs,
Charles Emery and Miss Julia Scott.
The state session will be held Octo-
ber 3rd and ,itbs at Pewee Valey.
Friends Surprised.
Miss Virginia Johnson and Mr. L.
S. Clampitte yesterday tendered their
friends a delightful surpr se, an-
nouncing that they were married in
Paris, Tenn.. in the early part of
last June, and had ever since kept
the nuptials -a. .secret. except as re-
gards a few eonfidential fr -ends who
did not betray the trust. The couple
a're among tie* best known and most
pouplar of the city, and June 17th
had Rev. Reeves of the Christian
church at Paris, to perform the cere-
mony. The couple returned here
that night. the bride •repairing to her
home and groorn to his, where they
have s:nce resided. The object in
keeping it secret was on account of.a
recent bereavement in the young
lady's fain*,
The bride is the beautiful and
Lured daughter of the late Captain
Mendol Jollietson, and exceedingly
popular. She has been connected
with the city ,public schools, and re•
sided on Clark near Fourth street.
The groom is the well known attache
of the Sutherland Medicine company,
and the last of next .*seek leaves with.
h s wife for a Southern bridal tour.
returning from which they make their
home with Mrs. Joiltu Cheek of North
Sixth near Mbnroe street.
Dance Postponed.
On account of the death of "Mrs.
Myrtle Decker. the Cotilion club
postponed indefinitely the dance :n-
tended for last evening at - Wallace
park pavilion.
Women's Auxiliary.
The Women's Auxiliary of the First
Chr stian church, will meet at
o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the
residence of Mrs. Dr. Pulliam of
West Broadway.,
Party at Bridge.
A charming afternoon was spent
yesterday at bridge with Mrs. Eli G.
Boone by many friends, who gathered
at her hospitable home on South
S xth street. The gathering was
complimentary to .Mors. Wall, gust of
Mrs. John Scott. and Mrs. Tucker,
who is visiting Mrs. George Flournoy.
The handsome home looked addi-
tionally attractive bedecked with its
pretty floral decorations, while during




Rarely has a tribute of esteem
more graciously been bestowed on
a departing citizen than was that
one given in the farewell benefit con-
cert for Prof. Harry Gilbert at The






John Johnson Held to the Grand Jury
on the Charge of Stealing Bicy-
cle and Chickens.
Judge Puryear had a large docket
yesterday morning in the police court
and it took quite a while to dispose of
the many charges before him.
There was left open until today the
warrant charging Andrew Cooper,
cob red, with raping Bird c Benyon,
-colored, out in the commons near the
union depot.
1:ntil tomorrow the court continued
the warrant accusing kVillitim Schear-
er with breach of the peace. Nello
3;itchell charges Schearer with
striking him.
Dock NV:Hingham, colored, was
fined $10 for engaging in a fight with
Claude Garner at Charles Rodfus' sa-
loon on Third and Kentucky ave-
nue. The judge then fined Willing-
ham $25 additional for contempt of
court on account of the negro curs-
ing and acting disorderly the day be-
fore he was arrested. Garner was dis-
missed by the court.
G. B. Underwood was fined $1 and
costs for being drunk.
Tee Mack. colored, got a $5o fine
for being drunk and disorderly on the
street car at Twelfth and Madison
streets, while the breach of the peace
charge against him went over until to-
day.
Until today was postponed the dis-
orderly conduct charge against MTS.
Lou Charity, who is having trouble
again with her neighbors.
Bessie Foster was fined $i for strik-
ing Davie Edmonds.
For treating his horse cruelly Mack
Moose was fined $25 and costs.
The court dismissed the wilful tres-
pass charge against Joe NacKnight,
who was accused of entering Berry
Noise's home without authority.
Paul Burgess was given a peatpone-
ment until today of the warrant in
which Catherine Skelly charges him
with using bad language toward her.
Ed Seare Jack Ne son and Pat
Moore were arraigned on the charge
of engaging in a general fight at Sears
and Nelson's saloon on Third and
Norton streets. After part of the evi-
dence was heard, the matter was left
open until today.
The disorderly conduct charge
against Albert Harris went over un-
til today.
Until today the court continued the
breach of ordinance charge againtt
WI II. Patterson.
John Johnson was held to the grand
jury on two charges, one accusing
him of stealing a bicycle from C. H.
King and selling it to Gleaves, while
the other accuses him of stealing
chickens from a'irgil Berry and oth-
ers.
For being disorderly J. M. Milan!'
and John Evans were each fined $50
and costs.
ITEMS FROM PIKETOWN.
There ain't much news a-lyin' round,
And nothin' worth relatin',
Except some old folks dyin 'off.
And the youngsters all a-matinS
• Cy Wilkinson has gone to rest.
And left a weepin' wialder;
Jim Hancock's son is sprucin' up
To marry Susan Kidder.
The circus came to town last week,
And was an old-time winner;
Sam Jones is here in all 'his wrath.
Blackguardin' every sinner.
The moon is awful wet this month.
And the sun it full of spots:
Joe .Hiardin's cow has got a calf.
His horse has got the bots.
The Miorrisons has moved to town;
The Blacks has got a boy;
Bill Morton's dog went ravin' mad;
Sam Clark his went to Troy.
The roads is most all-fired bad.
And politics is fryin', •
The Democrats has all gone -mad,
A-clarnmerird for Bryan,
Hank Smith has took the bankrup
law;
Esti Brown has took the grip:
Some dirty th:ef has took my watch,
And now he's took a trip.
There's one good thing about this
town,
'Don't let the fact be hid:
The muck-rake hain't diskivered us.
And the burg hain't got no lid!





Pat is sexton of a Buffalo church
and before holding his present posi-
tion he was a street car conductor.
His sallies of wit are, disemsed and
keenly enjoyed by the congregation
Pat ;'resented the collection box to a
"pillar of the church" one evening
and in fishing out some change front
his vest pocket, where he had slipped
it for convenience, the man brought
to light two cigars. Pat leaned over
him and in the most solemn of tones
said: "Sinsolidn' in the three rear
seats only.' , I
*sport of Geological Survey on Lavas-
tiga.tions of Deposita in This
Country.
! WEALTH IN !mat SAND8 N Exppannwrium
IN TELF.Peirt
The geological survey has issued a
supplementary report on its investiga-
tion of the black sand deposits and
promises further information as the
work progresses. It was not under-
stood when the work was started how
widespread the demand would be for
tests and informatien nor bow valua-
ble the sands would prove. But it has
developed into a work of magnitude
and importance.
Dr. David T. Day seethe survey has
had charge of the experimental work
from the start. The survey has so far
examined about one-third of the depos-
its in the United States, and managed
to keep up its work on the Pacific coast
about six weeks longer than the ap-
propriation was expected to run the
party. Since the first report on the
work was made, the Investigation has
been principally confined to the exam-
ination of large collections of concen-
trates collected by the survey and con-
tributed by various mining companies.
Several of the by-products of the sands
will doubtless be commercially valua-
ble. Inquiries have been addressed to
several of the consumers of these arti-
cles, and it has been found that there
will be aready market for them.
Monazite from the Pacific beaches
contains various percentages of thoria,
used in the manufacture of incandes-
cent gas mantles. Zircon is also found
exceptionally pure, and is available for
the same purpose. Chromic iron
has been experimented with in
manufacture of refractory furnace





had been found for ilmenite, but on re-
ceipt ot samples at certain eastern
manufactories it was found that it was
adaptable to certain electrical purposes.
Its utilization from the black sand de-
pends on favorable freight rates, and
these are being ',ought. Magentte has
been found, and is manufactured into
satisfactory pencils for arc lights, and
also has been successfully used in steel
manufacture.
It Is thought that the next urgent
deficiency bill will contatn a provision
for continuing the work.
CANADIANS AND AMERICANS
Difference in Modes of Living and
Doing Business of the Two
Peoples.
Writing of the differences betweer
Canadians and Americans a oorna
spoadeut says: ”The differences an
mostly of degree; the superb self-con-
&dense of the average American wom-
an, as she walks abroad, the licensed
obtrusiveness of children, the perpet-
aal degeneracy of conversation into
story-telling—them chars.cteristics are
lees marked in Canada than in the
states. In fact, Canada presents as
yet * sub-American variety of ciliate-
tioa, though in some ways rapidly ea-
slmtlateng to the states. physically
the Canadran seems to be a sturdier
stock of heavier build, slower movina
and lees nervous than the American.
This is particularly applicable to the
women, whoee movements and conver-
sation are quieter. and who are with-
out the hunted look le the eyes which
marks so many Americans.
"It may be that the colder climate
exereises some moderating influence.
but probably the chief explanation of
these differences Iles in the fact that
bred; there are few large cities, and
even the dwellers in they' cities keep
up a more constant contact with coun-
try life. Nowhere in Canadian cities
does one me the profusion of luxury
and waste visible in New York or Chi-
cago; though most persons seem to live
In fair comfort, there le no clads of
millionaires dominating 'society' and
making the form and pace for servile
ira'tation *morn the lees wealthy
classes.
"Hunting and fishing with their ae-
rompaniments of camping out, play a
large part in the national life, sport
not having degenerated into the mere-
moat Canadians are country born and
ly gambling and spectatorial habits.
Altogether the Canadian lives a health-
ful life. Even busy cities like Toronto
and Montreal conduct their business
life more quietly than cities of corre-
siacionding caliber In the United States."
Marriage Licenses Abridged.
Consul Conant., of Windsor, reports
that the secretary's department of the
province of Ontario is endeavoring to
prevent the issuing of marriage li-
censes at frontier points in that prov-
ince to persons from the American
side, which is a flourishing business,
particularly at Windsor. The attor-
ney general has recently handed down
an opinion that such licensee should
not be Issued. In general the ruling
of the attorney general is that the li-
censes shouid not be issued to people
who are not botta fide residents of the
province, and the provincial secretary's
department will try to enforce this
ruling. License Issuers and minis-
ters on the frontier will naturally suf-
fer financially, and those at Windsor
to a greater extent than others.
Greatest Floating Dock.
By the end of 1907 the port of Ham-
burg will possess the greatest floating
dock in the world. It is now under
construction at Hamburg, and is to
have an accommodation capacity of
$6,000 tons. Its length will be 620
Met.
Medical Congress.
A congress of medical men is soon
to be held to Paris to devise means for
putting a stop to the illegal competi-
tion of "witch doctors," bone setters,
hiltb baoloaor sad ovary kind of food'.
gal "star•Io.'___
"Philadelphia may be a slow burg,
but it's $20 faster then I gm," sighea
one of the chair holders of an tippet
Broadway hotel. "The worst part of it
all is that the man who turned the
trick on me was an old friend."
The speaker took a deep puff on a
cigar of the sort that is usually named
after a man that is dead.
"I dropped in on my friend just for
the sake of old times. Cosey little
joint he had. Two rooms, faro layout.
psihdoenboecrd, wheel, folding bed and tele-
"He seemed tickled to death to see
me. Wanted to know all about lion
old New York. Whether the pavement
was down on Forty-second street yet.
where the dead line was now and
whether it sagged as much as it useu
to. Then we gradually switched the
talk ever to the theaters.
•• 'That reminds me,' he said sudden-
ly. 'I know a young fellow right bete
in this town that's got-every -mud.
ville artist on the boards to-day shoose
to the flies. He does mind-reading that
would make Heller look like a menta
illiterate. Fact is, he's a sort 01
nephew of Heller's, come to think ot
It. But you don't believe it? Wail
till I show you.'
"He hustled around until he found
a pack of cards.
"'Now, I'll tell you what I'll do„' he
said, spreading the cards out on the
table. 'You pick any card you like
from the deck and I'll call our friend
up on the phone. If he's there, I'll bet
you $20 even that he can tell you the
card you picked over the 'phone.'
"Well, I hated to take money from
an insane man like that, but I've al.
ways heard that they're apt to get vio-
lent if you don't let them have thell
own way. So I dug out a twenty and
picked the king of clubs.
—You're on,' I told him soothingly
"'I think that his number is 30(
Blank,' he said, taking a little notbook
from his pocket. 'Yes, here it is: Mr.
Adams, 306 Blank. Call him up your-
self so's there won't be any question
about it'
"I went to the 'phone and got 306
Blank.
"'Mr. Adams there?" I asked.
"'Yes, this Is Mr. Adams,' came
back.
"'Well, I took a card from the deck
just now. What was it"
"There was a little pause, and then
'Mello, yea, well, it's the kink co clubs.'
'Wouldn't that jar you?"
The speaker took another long puS
on his cigar as If to make himself for-
get his other troubles.
"There certainly is something Is
this occultism that we coact under-
stand." comes. -red the was on his
right.
"Yes, there's $20 of mine In it, but I
can understand it, all right enough,"
continued the man behind the cigar.
"Lest me finials, will you?
"After my friend had pocketed the
$20 he told me how awfully glad he'd
been to me me and to drop in again
soon and he'd try to have Mr. Atka,
up there aa meet me.
"I was still thinking about it on the
'tree a few minutes late,' when who
should I run into hut Spider McBride
"Virell, I told Spider where I'd hoes
and all about II ell er's wdb distal
nephew.
"'You don't say so!" said Spider
'Why, I dropped twenty on that same
ems. Ain't he a wonder, though? leo
kins, his name is.'
"'No, Adams,' mays L
"What? Hailer's nephew? Jen
king, I tell you. And his telephone
*umber's 306 Blank. I don't dress
twenty so often but what I can re
member the details when I do.'
"'Oh, well. I know hlis name's
Adams, but what's the use In dghting
about It? Let's go in here and get e
"It was a pretty decent sort of
joint and we had two or three drinks
Then Spider recollected that he want-
ed to telephone to a man named
Smith, who occasionally did odd lobe
for him as government assayer.
"Solder went to the 'phone, but Nat
as he was about to take the receive'
off the hook the bell rang. Spirt's)
took the message.
"What?' he exclaimed through the
'phone. He glanced at the 'phone
number. 'Hanged If it isn't! Yes, this
Is 306 Blank. What do you want"
- 'Say,' he called over to the barten-
der, 'souse one wants to talk to Mr
Jones.'
"1 think Mr. Jones Is the two cr4
diamonds,' he called back to Spider.
'You'll find the list under the 'phone
book.'
"I'd gone over to see what the game
was.
'Spider pulled a long typewritten
list out from ender the 'phone book
and glanced at it Then he handed it
to me, and started talklog through the
'phone.
"That list had the 52 cards of the
deck written out and opposite each one
the name of some man. I noted with
interest that the king of clubs was Mr.
Adams. Mr. Jenkins, Spider's friend,
was the nine of hearta.
"Spider was still talking through the
ph
"'That.) what I said,' he WU say-
ing. 'The lard the gsntleman took was
the four of dpades. No, this isn't Mr.
Jones. It's Mr. McBride, whom you
Introduced to Mr. Jenkins the other
day. And I've got a friend here with
me that Is looking for a certain Mr.
Adams with a gun. Good-by.'
"And he bung up the receiver,
anyway,' said Spider, as we
paid Our checks, 'we Nit made $20 for
some poor sucker that didn't deserve
It. I guess he hasn't got quita.oa good




Mouth and Eyes Covered With
Crusts—Face Itched Most Fear-




"When my little boy was six months old, he
had eczema. The sores extended so quickly
over the whole body that we at once called in
the doctor. We then
went to another doctor,
but he could not help
him, and in our despair
we went to a third ono.
Matters became so bad
that he bad regular
boles in his cheek*,
large enough to put •
finger into. The food
had to be given with a
spoon, for his mouth
was covered with crusts
as thick as • linger, and
whenever he opened the
mouth they began to
bleed and suppurate, as
did also his eyes.
Hands, arms, chest, and
back, in short the whole
body, was covered over
and over. We had no
rest by day or night.
Whenever be was laid
in his bed, we had to
pin his lands down:
otherwise he would
scratch his face, and
make an open sore. I think his face must
have itched most fearfully.
'We finally thought nothing could help,
and I had made up my mind to send my wife
with the child to Europe, hoping that the sea
air might cure him, otherwise he was to be
put under good medical care there. But,
Lord be blessed, matters came differently,
and we soon saw • miracle. A friend of ours
spoke about Cuticura. Ae made a trial with
Cticura Soap, Ointment, and ite•olvent, and
within ten days or two weeks we noticed a
decided improvement. Just as quickly as the
sickness had appeared it also began to dis-
appear, and within ten weeks the child was
absolutely well, and kis skin was emo.ith and
whits as never before.- F. Hottrath, President
of the C. L Hobrath Company, Manufact-
urers of Silk Ribbons, 4 to 20 Rink Alley,
June 6, 1906. South Bethlehem, Pa.
evieinirs Soap, Otnrearest. sad Ptlis are sold rtakilesal
the world. Putter Lflui a Clew Cam., beie PT.. ta.11•1••••
or- Mailed -how ioDare Ix the elle.
Aismoso Howaare.
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ o
THE CHOICE OF FRIENDS. +
• • • • 5 • • • • •
+ + + + + + + + +
With disparity of means and ine
other disparities, most of which (ex-
cept sex) impinge on it somewhere,
comes the great daily question of as-
sociates. The world, luckily, is full of
people of different gender and man-
ners and unequal fortunes and abil-
ities, all of whom are ours to know
and play with if we can. But we can-
not play with them all, there are too
many. We must choose and be chos-
en. Some measure of selection be-
comes inevitable in every society a,
soon as its member:. increa-e enough
to afford scope for choice, and of
course selection implies s'me degree
of seclusion. To cultivate one person
or one family more, necessitates cul-
tivating some other persons or fam-
ilies less. That is inevitable. Tastes
differ, and a preference for one person
or one lot of people does not neces-
sarily imply disparagement of others.
propinquity. associations, relattion-
ship and various circumstance% de-
termine who our friends 0311 be, and
tile advantage of hoving desirable and
profitable friends is so e'.vioui that
the most careless observer cannot fail
to discern it.
Indeed, suitable acquaietances are
so good to have that appreciation of
the adnantage of having them lead
some of us into the serioas mistake
of being over particular as to whom
we shall know. The desire for the
company of the best people we can
get at—our betters if possible—is an
aspiration that in itself is creditable to
our intelligence, but we fall into se-
rious mistake when we let it go so far
as to prompt us to limit our acquaint-
ances to just the right people and no
others. An exclusivenees that shuts
us off from even an experimental
knowledge of varieties of our fellow
creatures is neither conducive to our
profit nor to our popularity—ha:-
per's Magazine.
ON DOWNWARD PATH.
Young Man Surely Had His Feet on
the Broad Road.
"lee certainly too bad" with sigh-
ful solemnity said Miss Henrietta
Stang, over the back fence to Mrs.
Judge Tubmarr, "but according to all
reports it's what he said himself that
started the talk; yourrg Lester Pin-
ney is going to the dogs just as fast
as he can! Why, he owned up to Gil-
bert Pineaand Gil told 'Lies Turner.
and 'Lies told Antal Sussions, anel
Amzi told it to one of the Bump
twins, and the Bump twin told it to
Mary Ellen Teeters—he's engaged to
her, you know, so it was perfectly
proper that he should—and she told it
to me; that when Lester was tip to
the city last week he made a practice
of running around of nights till to or
ii o'clock, and one day he stood right
in front co? a saloon an4. saw one o'
them giddy chorus girls ride by in
automobile, and she winked at ham--
he wasn't any further away from her,
either, than your front door to the
gate! And all his folks ate such nice'
people, tool"—Smart Set




by express in •
Paducah people have long looked to .,
this house for the first and the finest
dress materials of the season. They are
arriving daily and in goodly numbers.
AMONG THE NEW THINGS WE ARE SHOWINW:
A line of Woolen Suitings, Scotch effects, per yard  $1 23
A line of Check Plaids and Mixes, the yard, $1 co to  1.50
A fine collection of Faced Cloths, in both plain and chiffon finish,
per yard, $too to  3.$0
Ready-to-Wear Department
Silk shirt waists in both tailored and dressy styles.
" SKIRTS
•
Man tailored aalking skirts $5 00 to  $15.00
• These garments are made by experts and reprsent latest in style and
cut.
L IL Nair and CO.
Agents for Butterick Patterns.





DISC HARROW NEW MOWER
AND RAKE OR NEW WAGON.
We Have Them in All Styles. If interested in the IMPLEMENT
LINE tome To See Us Before You Buy.
Bonds & Powell
SOLE AGENTS
Corner Second and Wash ngton Sts
++4-4--I Ill IND
TURKISH WOMEN'S are of the same delicate, gossamer
THIN VEILS texture as of yore.
"It is impossible for any one, even
for the sultan of Turkey, an arbitrary
monarch, to impose for long on wom-
en an unbecoming fashion."An Edict From Sultan on Texture
Sometimes Nevessary.
"The Turkish woman's veil is a
lighter, more transparent thing than
the American woman's," said a globe
trotter. "Through it you can see'
without difficulty the Turkish wom-
an's brilliant eyes, her white teeth,
and her painted mouth. The veil does
not conceal—it enhances— her beauty.
"In Constantinople every evening
the women of the harems drive .e.th-
out their husbands. They look charm-
ing in their luxurious carriages, un-
der their veils of pale gossamer.
"Sometimes veils in Constantinople
become so outrageously thin and
transparent that the seltan issues an
edict about them. He preectdbes
certain thickness for the ladies' veils.
He bitterly rebukes the shocking im-
morality of the ve:Is in vogue—veils
that are hardly. shadows.
"The day after thhs royal proclama-
tion all the women wear veils of the
thickness of blankets. Their charms
are -completely hidden. It ig impos-
slible to tell a pasna's ieventh and
ttmet beautiful wife from his first end
oldest one.
' "The next Week the veils are a lit-
tle thinner. The "wend week they
are a little thinner still Soon theyi
Care of Finger Nails.
Nothing responds more readily to
treatment oh-an the finger nails; just
a little daily care and precaution in
tending therm and a woman may keep
her nails neat and prettily shaped.
The first thing, where they are brit-
tle, is to barefera them; a teaspoonful
of warm olive oil, heated over lanY'
convenient flame, and the nails of
each hand soaked. five minutes in it
If this is done every night for se
month-the change will be most sat'
isfying, and then the nails may be
kept short for ia while until entirely
cured of the tendency to split and
break.
Two months give an entire new
nail; /hat is, it Sakes two months for
the base of the nail to become the tip
projecting just beoynd the tip of the
finger itself. In addition to the oil
the nails should' be filled with plain
yellow vaseline, well rubbed in at
night, and any good cold cream at
any tonc +rouser the dlays this maker'
them supple Anti prevents the cd,..tc
from toughetfrtg.
Dr Reynolds, the oculist, Fee
moved, his office from the Fratern'ty
bed's"-- to roomy rivet Riley dt Cooks'
en South Sixth year Broadway.
A
0
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY& REEDa
LAWYERS.









DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROST. J. RIVERS
t20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.





Practice in all the courts of tke
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build
ing, 523 I-2 Broadway.
INDEPENDENT
LAROR PARTY
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:




Will practice h all courts of Kes
ky•
C. MANNINO SEARS, M. IL
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
STATE FEDERATION PROPOS-
ES CONFERENCE OF NON-
PARTISANS.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
Homeopathist










Rooms 5 and 6 Registor Building







Plan to Enter Political
Field.
Springfield, Ill., Sept. 4.—If the
plans that are now under way do not
miscarry, organized labor will form
an independent political party in Illi-
nois to further the interests of the
aririv of men who earn a livelihood
by the sweat of their brow.
The movement of labor to take a
hand in politics in the future is dig-
close for the first time with the is-
suance of a call today for the annual
conventi'm of the Illinois State Fed-
eration of . Labor, which will be held
at Streator, beginning
Tuesday, October 16.
The call was issued by James F.
Morris dif Springfield, secretary-treas-
urer of the federation, and who is said
to be one of the principal advocates
of politics in organized' labor. In the
call organizations affiliated with the
federation are notified to send.their
delegates instructed either for or
against the followng propositions:
First—Shall all officers of the state
Federation be elected by a direct vote
of its membership, said election to be
held during the month preceding the
one in which the annual convention is
to be held?
Second-9hall the State Federation
adopt for use within the organization
the optional referendum and initiative
by petition?
Third—Shall the State Federati:in
call a state conference of nonpartisan
organization, and of individuals who
believe in the people's rule for pr-
!noting the establishment of the initi-
ative and referendum in the city, state
and nation?
Fliurth—Shall the State Federation
favor the immediate establishment of
the initiative and referendum princi-
ple in city affairs by act of the city
council, without waiting for action of
the state legislature?
Fifth—Shall the State Federation
form an independent iblitical part)?
Leaders in the federation agreed
with the officers of the body that time
would be gained by submitting the
propositions to a vote of the various
organizations before the convention is
held for the reason that if the ques-
tions were first brought up in the con-
vention the delegates would have to
refer them back to their locals and
• action could not be taken until the
convention a year hence
Labor's Attitude.
Concerning the movement of organ-
ized labor to take the xarious labor
parties over the state and form them
into one independent political party,
Secretary-Treasurer Morris said to-
day, after he had issued the call fOr
the convention:
"Organized labor ought not spend
money and also get down on its knees
and plead with men elected to the Illi-
noi. general assembly for legislation
when it has the power in its own
hands to elect men to office who will
see that laws are enacted that will be
of benefit to the workingman."
Indications now are that no slate
be made in this year's conven-
tion for the election of officers. Or-
ganizeid labor advocates a direct pri-
mary law, and, in view of this, the
leaders believed that it was timely to
submit the proposition to the various
organizations as to whether the of-
ficers of the federation should be
elected by direct vote of its member-
ship instead of by delegates in con-
vention.
Organized labor also wants to set
the adoption of the the initiative and
referendum in the enactment of all
laws. Some of the 'etchers in the fed-
eration believe that matters in this
line could be promoted by the call-
ing of a state conference of non-par-
tisan organizations and of individuals
who believe in the people's rule and
for this reason the proposition was
embodied in the call for the State
Federation meeting.
The coming convention promises
to be one of the liveliest held by the
State Federation. No candidates for
office have yet been announced. Nei-
ther Presi•dient Barney Cohen of Chi-
cago nor Secretary-Treasurer Morris
of Springfield has stated whether he
will endeavor to succeed himself.
OLIVER, OLIVER a WGREGOR
LAVVYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear banl
Marshall County; Paducah, Kr
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 1 14. Old 'Phone 484
Dr. B. TH0
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivera, tall
North Fifth, Both Phones 35$.




1 to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.





From a business point of view, de-
clares the Lady's Realm, there is noth-
ing so fatal for a woman to possess as
"accomplishments." The market is
'flooded with ladies of limited incomei t
limited brains sod a t;etnendous quan-
tity oi "taste." 
SWAMI
at to a. m.,
GUBERNATORIAL.
Judge Hagar Spent Last Night in This
City.
--
State Auditor Hagar returned over-
land last night from. Smithtland,
where he had been i nthe interest of
his candidacy for governor. He left
this morning at 3:40 o'clock for MllY-
field. Fulton and other western Ken-
tucky points in prosecuting his can-
didacy, before returning to the cen-
tral and eastern portions of the state.
Musicale Thursday Night
Levy's Imperial Trio, a first class
orchestra will give a musicale at the
Eagles' Hall. corner Sixth and Broad-
way Thursday September 6 at 8
p. m. A number of vocal and instru-
mental numbers will be rendeted.
Proceeds go to charity. Admission 35
COMMUTER TESTS
MRS. COMMUTER.
"A queer thing happened on the
train this morning," said the commut- In England and in London, where so' sr tu his wife. "I am going to put the many different social wheels fit withinsituation to you and see what you wheels, there still exist some very closothink of it.
"At Caldwell two men began to ar
gue on toe general cussedness of he
man nature. One was a pessimist, the
other an optimist. The optimist die
most of the talking.
" 'The average man,' said he, 'is hon.
est. I will prove it to you right now.
There are at least 50 men in this cal
and not one of them I venture to say
will claim anything that does not be-
long to him'
JEWS IN ENCIUSH SOCIETY
The Sacellent Welcome and Stand-
ing Which They Find in Sa-
lons at Oonxt.
"The cynic admitted that they were,
Indeed, a pretty decent lot. 'But I'd
advise you to go slow,' he said. How
do you propose to test them?'
" 'This way,' said the optimist 'I
have in my pocket • scarfpin that I
have never worn: I only bought It
Yesterday and am taking it to town
to-day to give it to my wife's nephew
as a birthday present Now, I am will-
tag to give the impression that I found
it in this car. If anybody has nerve
enough to claim it as his he may have
it.'
"The cynic agreed to those condi-
tions and the porter was called.
" 'Will you ascertain,' said the op-
timist, '1,f anybody in this car has lost
anything recently?'
"The porter walked up and down the
aisle and bawled out at the top of his
voice: 'Lost property found—lost
property found. Who does it belong
to? This gentleman has it.'
"Everybody looked through their
pockets and several persons claimed to
be poorer than when they left home.
Three had lost money, one a watch
charm, somebody else a bunch of keys
and another a signet ring. Presently
a man sitting near the middle of the
ear jumped up and said:
" 'By George! I have lost a scarfpin!'
" 'What kind of a pin was it?' asked
the optimist.
" 'It was an opal set in a gold band
of Egyptian workmanship,' was the
reply.
• "The optimist nearly dropped.
this 11?' asked the optimist.
" 'It is,' said the man, and he took
the pin.
"The optimist was disheartened. He
had lost a valuable pin and his faith
In the honesty of mankind at the same
time, and the double blow was enough
to floor him. The cynic, although se-
cretly delighted, was puzzled.
" 'Of course,' said he, 'you can't
squeal. You've agreed to let the tal-
low keep the pin, and you're bound in
honor to do, but I'd demand an est-
planation if I were you. The circum-
stances are really remarkable, and that
much Is due you.'
-The optimist thought so, too, so he
went back and sat down beside the
man who had filched his pin.
" 'Sir,' said the optimist, 'there Is no
need for me to tell you that you are
an infernal rascal. You know that IA
well as I do. You are aware that that
pin does not belong to you. What
would like to know is how you were
able to describe it so accurately.'
"Then the optimist proceeded to re-
late his previous conversation with the
cynic. The young man listened with
keen appreciation. He did not get
mad.
" 'Sir,' he said, when it aune his
time to talk, 'perhaps I am not such a
villain as you hink. I could describe
his pin because it belonged to me. I
lost It five years ago. I have been look-
ing for It ever since. I knew that I
should find it some time. In all them
years, whenever I heard of a man find-
ing anything, I have butted in with •
description of that pin, hoping that he
might have 11 I have been particular-
ly anxious to get it in the last two
years. I am married now and I want
to get the opal set In a ring for my
wife. I thank you for returning it to
"The optimist listened, but he was
net convinced. 'I understand the sit-
uation,' he said, 'but I still think you
are a rascal. In my opinion you have
no right to that pin. I bought it yes-
terday In good faith, and I consides
that it belongs to me.'
"Finally they submitted the question
to the rest of the men in car. Opinion
was diveded. Some thought the young
man entitled to the pin, others that
Ologenes had the best claim to it."
"I am surprised," put in the com-
muter's wife, "that there should be any
disagreement. Of course it belonged to
Diogenes. The ethics of the case are
es plain as a pikestaff to anybody ex-
cept that young man." •
"Thanks," said the commuter. —That
was the point I wanted your opinion
en-''
There was a brief silence. Presently
the commuter's wife looked at her hus-
band's flushed face, at his wilted °oiler
and the tie beneath.
"Why, where did you get that pia?"
she asked. "I never saw it before. An
opal set in a gold band—well, upon
my word! You don't mean to say—"
said the computer. "I do.
wanted the opal for you, but sines
you think I have no right to It—"
"Oh," said the commuter's was,
"that's different."—N. Y. Press.
The Old Question.
"Don't you find it a little embarraae-
lug to be engaged to a widower?"
"Well, yea," admitted the young girl
frankly, "I do. Every once in awhile
I Ind myself starting to ask him if I
am really the first girl he ever loved."
-Louisville 0ourler-JournaL
Tormented Liquor.
The four states which prod,Tred the
largest quantity' of fermented I Itj uor in




and carefully preserved circles. These
are, for the most part, composed of the
members of very old and very proud
English nobility and gentry, and this
ccterie of families is as haughtily re-
served and as exclusive as the carefully
hedged about aristocracy of Austria or
old France, says Lady Broome, in
kinslee's.
Regarded, however, as a whole, I do
not think I can truthfully say that Lon-
don society is quits so difficult to enter
or so chary of new blood and newcom-
ers as is the accredited and empowered
and established smart set which rule,
and regulates, In, let us say, New YOrk.
In the first place London society IS
much to big and made up cf. too many
different elements in order painstaking'
ly to examine into and consider the an-
tecedents and qualifications of every
man and woman who knocks for admis-
sion to Its agreeable circle. It welcomes,
with hearty greeting, all arausing,
cheerful, interesting individuals, who
conduct themselves decorously, and *
great part of its pleasantness lies in the
fact that it includes artists, authors, ac-
tors, statesmen, dusky-skinned oriental
princes,
eat of American beauties, in its drawing-
room gatherings.
Nothing, I think, is more distinctive
of what we might call the open door
of good fashionable London society, as
contrasted with that of America, than
the excellent welcome and standing
which the well bred and well hewn Jews
find not only in the salons of private In-
Alviduals, but at court as well.
No descendants of the fellow voy-
agers of the Conqueror hold better 160
cIal positions than do the Rothschild
family, for example, the Sassoons, oi
:he Bisehoffesheima. I do not thir.k we
can jt:st and their equals among the t,o•
11E1 figures in any American cid( s. :it
Lady Jesse] and others of the ve-y Ir
set Hebrew blood carry their titles b)
Inheritance from distinguished ant
honored ancestors or by marriage intc
high Christian and English famil!es
How much the Jewish element in Lou
don society makes for charm and va
riety is easily demonstrated by the su-
perb entertainments which the heads ol
the Rothschild, and Bischofte,heim
families give throughout the season in
London and at their country homes, and
by the dignity, grace, aplomp and
beauty of many of the leading Jewish
hostesses; and in this and in the ready
friendliness with which we are apt to
meet the stranger within our social
gates we have had a leader and an ex-
ample in our crowned head, not only of
the kingdom, but oVour social world
as well.
as well as the fairest and gay-
GREAT GERMAN RESORT.
Natural Beauty and Charming Cli-
mate of the lemons Ba-
den-Baden.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth, 1906.
SOUTH BOUND No. tom
Leave Cincinnati  8:2o a.m
Leave Louisville  12:01 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Baden-Baden, world-famed for its
curative waters, is exquisitely fair in
its natural beauties. and in the loving,
artistic oar* given it by man through
a long stretch of years. It offers some
thing to everyone—superlative natural
beauty to the lover of scenery, bite of
Quiet woodland, and ruins rich in sag/
for the student of the past, a charmins
climate and, while shorn of its former
glamour of wickedness in gaming life
its handsome gardens, fine hotels and
gorgeously palatial casino hold c111114 I
enough to entice the lover of pleasure
and frivolity for a stay of several weeks,
writes Grace Isabel Colbron, in Four.
Track News
The gay Itfe that once flowed up and
down the Llchtenthaler Alley, with it.,
broad roadway and splendid prom
amide, and circulated in and shout the
terrace and great halls .of the oasino
when the gaming tables attracted the
devotees of pleasure from all the cap-
Rale of Europe, still graces Baden-
Baden during the three weeks of the
summer racing season. Many crowned
heads of greater and less degree can
be seen there at that time; King Ed.
ward of England, when prince of Wales,
was a faithful visitor. Although the
gaming tables have been suppressed, an
evening in the Baden-Baden casino still
bears a stamp of mundane brilliancy
which does no injustice to the traditions
of the past.
Tyrant Orchid.
"A veritab4e slave driver am014
"lore's children is a certain little orchid
called nodding ladies' tresses," es.
marked a budding botanist. "When the
busy bee knocks at her door and asks
for breakfast Mrs. N. L. T--- tells him
to go to the basement door. Passing
down the raceme of blossoms, the bee
at length comes to the lowest and oldest
flower. There she thrust,' her tongue In
through the furrowed rostel and re-
leases a miniature cargo of nectar. Hav-
ing taken to heart the lesson that 'beg-
gars mud not be choosers,' she goes at
one* to the basement door of the next
member of this family and pays for an-
other alp of 'metar by fertilizing this
flower with the pollen brought from the
other. And so she goes systematically
if unconsciously benefiting this family of
orchid, which would disappear from thd
face of the earth were it not for the feasts
it spreads for the industrious tee. Its
moral seems to be:: 'If you can't do your
own work, get some one to do it for
you.'"
Loud Report.
Ida—It was her first beau and thee,*
time she was ever kissed.
Sinna—Oraciousl And did she keepthe kiss a aseretl
"1 should oar not! She *Timed the
window so you could hear the MAO
avart."—Cliaan.1/611,T.Neiril.
Leave Horse Branch  2.28 pan.
Leave Central City  3:30 p.m.
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Trains marked (i) run dafiy except Sunday. AN other trains rundaily. Trains 103 and IN carry through sleepers be:ween Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and too sleepers between Louie-villa, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Bot and 822 sleepers betweenPaducah and St Louis. Train 8o1 connects at East Cairo with Chicagosleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.R. 1,f. PRATHER. Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Kr.P. W. HARLOW, D. P. A, Lo iisviIle, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, ?min.S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Cbeatigto,





Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
Pictures, friplotor a Certificates,
Water and Oil 011isca,
Mottos and Culuders
Framed right up to dabs in five Mae
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE.• armaymk.
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all,.and hear his musc at 606 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machine 
from fro to Voo put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale
$1.00.
We have high Glass operatic
$400, S5.00. All the latest leadi
Patti, Mraceila Sasembricb, Car
a great many other celebrated ar
piece before purchasing it, so y
don't sell second hand machine
geairanteed and every record is p
discounts nor CUTS in PRICE
neededs and we will repair your b
We will take pleasure in explain
phone. I have soo new and late
most celebrated operas, and fro
erica and Europe and Orchestria
from 7 p. itt AO TO p. m.. No p
from 75 to zoo pieces every nig
the Victor machine, it is no tron
pleaecure in showing you about e
machines, also care of records.
I remain Your talking machi
are Sin. 35c, ro in. 6oc. za in.
records from S1.00, Sano. $3.00,
ng opera singers from Addalena
auso and Sourate and Gazorz and
tints of this kind.. I will play any
on can see that it is perfect .We
s or re...pards.. Every machine is
erfect • el new. We don't give
S. We carry a full steck of
roken nuichines at liberal prices.
lag the mechanism of your Zono-
at music from ragtime to the
m the greatest bands both Am,-
pieces. My concerts will be
iecea played twice and we play
ht. Remember that you can buy
ble but a pleasure. We will take
ither the Victor or Zonophone
ne Mend
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't gas
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We are authorized to announce
D. A. CROSS
a candidate for the office of City
of Paducah; subject to the ac-
of the Democratic Primary Elec-
to be held Thursday, September
,
•
We are authorized to announce
ED H. PURYF.AR.
a candidate for the office of City
of Paducah; subject to the ac-
of the Delltocratic Psimary Elec-
to be held Thursday, September
Wednesday Morning Sept. . 1906.
The Lid Pays Dividends.
There are a loit of people in this
world who give it as their opinion that
a wide-open town is a financial ben..
efit. In our opinion the only people
to reap a financial benefit from such
conditions are a handful of brewers
and wholesalers who back the bar-
rooms and grog-shops. In addition
to the 'poverty and crime that is
wrought by the saloons every legiti-
mate business in a city 'suffers where
wide open conditions exist.
A striking illustration of the ben-
efits derived from "closing down the
lid" is to be found in the experience
of Minneapolis as portrayed by a
writer in The World Today when he
says:
"In Minnialiolirthis movement ha!
:manifested itself in a supreme effort
for civic purification', an'd the morai
and economic effects on the city have
been marked. No longer is the farm-
er who visits the city for the first
time to view the sights in danger of
being buncoed out of his hard-earned
dollars; no longer are respectable
women compelled to avoid any of
the business or residence streets oi
the city; no longer does the laboring
=an spend his Sundays dissipating
his week's earnings irr the saloons.
"In spite of the fact that Minne-
apolis possesse, a much smaller po-
lice force than the average' city, hav-
ing only one officer to every thou-
and of its population, crime of all
sorts is kept under close surveillance
and promptly puttribed. and profei-
sional crooks and burglars are learn-
ing to keep aloof from the city, whose
efficient police force they fear.
"The merchants in the sections of
the city occupied by the homes of the
laboring classes Are deriving consid-
erable benefit frdin the lid in the form
of increased trade and more prompt
ptyment of bills. The four hundred
saloonkeepers of he city claim that
the lid is costing them an average of
$5o apiece each Sunday, making a
grand total of $ao,000 a week. This
immense sum, which previously went
into the pockets Of the brewers, is
now being -deed by the workingmen
of tihe city to feed and clothe their
families. provide better homes and
purchase some of the little comforts
of life."
A bank, was robbed at Ranier, Ore.,
in a gentlemanly manner. ..Two ban-
dits bound and gagged the cashier
in broad daylight and then proceeded
to rob the cash drawer. This form
of robbery is far more respectable
than that practiced by high-flying
presidents and cashiers.
Flim-Flamming the Public.
The Vincennes club has clinched
its hold on the pennant of the-K. I. T.
league for this season. Unless Padu-
cah can win a few more games it wil!
wind np next to last in the race.
Paducah is the largest city in the
league, and under favorable condi-
tions would' have given slicIng' finan-
cial support .to 'the gattne, but the fran-









that the Philadelphia bank had
wrecked one of the local afternoon
papers gave it a small head and
treated it as an insignificant item. A
fcw days later it was reported that
the failure might not be so large, and
this item was featured with a double
column head. The latest from Phhila-
delphia not only deals with the loot-
ing of $7,000 000 of funds, but fears
are expressed that President Hippie
also got his fingers on a good part
of the $26.000,coo trust funds. Th.!
pubic may draw its own conclusions
as to why a newspaper attempts to
create the impression that banic
wrecking is insignificant.
city was given a cheap clu
baseball public patronized the ga e
for a few; weeks and when it realized
that the people were expected to put
up first-class prices to see second-
rate ball-playing, they cut it out, and
are just that much ahead of the game.
Some of the people interested in the
local club bragged about being pro-
gressive men and that Paducah should
have a winning club at any price, but
that was all hot air. Those people
thought the baseball public would
spend its money for just any old kind
of a game, but they found that they
were mistaken. The. low pereentagt:
of the Paducah c/115b at the very close
of the season shows that it is an ag-
gregation of poor ball-players, a fact
that was discovered by the public a
few weeks after the season opened.
Much criticism was heaped upon the
management by some of the local
papers, in which' The Register took
but little. if any, part, hut the crit-
icisms seemed to do no good towards
getting a first-class club, and the
sport has received a black eye in Pa-
ducah.
Cheap baseball and cheap shows
might do at cheap prices, but when
it comes to paying high prices to see
cheap talent, it is a credit to the in-
telligence of our people to keep away




public wants a run for
report was published
been
'When Cashier Hering, incarcerat-
ed in a Chicago jail, heard that Presi-
dent Stensland had been captured ln
Morocco, he.is reported to have said
that he was s ead, because Stensland
would now, tell the public that he,
Herirrg, had nothing to do with
wrecking the bank. Stensland, now
under arrest on the other side of the
world, says Hering was the cause of
his downfall, and forged all elle notes
that aretinu•,. While the two
rascals , y 'trying to fix the
blame en the other, we do not see
that it will help the 22,00o depositors












Philadelph a, Pa., Sept. 4.—Per-
sistent reports that the $26,00o.000 in
t-ust now held by the Real Estatr
Trust company had been dipped into
heavily by Hippie and his co-con-
sp rators filled the air today and
caused Receiver Earle's headquartert
to be besieged. The receiver could
give little encouragement to inquirers.
"The funds have been tampered
with, but to what extent I can not
yet tell." he said.
The &rectors, who took Hippie's
word for anything, say that they
hope the trust funds have not been
swamped by wildcat investments. but
there is a lack Of definite .and de-
tailed information, desp•te the fact
that the bank has now been closed a
week.
All day long the directors appeared
today before the receiver while he
separated the sheep from the goats.
Just who the goats are does not ap-
prar, but it can be stated that John
11. Converse, president of the Baltil-
win Locomotive works and great
Presbyter .an layman; John F. Betz
the millionaire brewer; Dr. S. Weir
Mitchell and Samuel F. Houston, vice
presidem of the company, have been
for the time being declared sheep.
Will Not Stand Losses.
All of these gentlemen except Dr.
Mitchell, who is in Maine, held up
the'ir hands in horror today when
tei'd that it was the report that the
directors were going to make good
the depositors' losses. Their answers
were strong and unequivocal.
"To do this," sa.d Mr. Housion
"would be a confession, of iuilty
knowledge of how the affairs of the
bank were being managed. We shall
stand firmly upon our legal right
.and be responsible only as stock-
holders."
Mr. Converse and Mr. Betz con-
firmed this. They said none of the
directors had ever even- thought of
of them, in fact, considered them•
aehtte persecuted men.
"Decidedly not," saitl.hic. Converse,
•
••••••••••1110.Mnrtil........p.bned•Ir . • • ..••••••••••• 
""*.".." ;66
"we *have all talked it over and ha:Wi 
Idecided to take a business view of the ii0THING EFFECTED TO-situation an stand upon our legal
righhts. We will be responsible as
stockholders, which is double tilt
ealtte of our stock and that is al."
Finds Criminality Evidence.
Should the directors pay their
stockholders' 1:abihty double the
amount of the stock this would be
an average of $2o,00g. apiece, or
$240,000, which is a mere slice com-
pared to the enormous liabilities their
cileged negligence caused.
.District Attorney Bell after an all-
(lay i;:gyestigation of the affairs of the
Lompany today established direct
evidence of crimnality with more
than one person responsible. Ar-
rests are now absolutely certain and
it is known that the suspected per-
sons have been placed under surveil-
lance.
"The deposits have been swept
away," said Mr. tonight. "They
have been looted. My investigation
shows that more than one person is
implicated. There will be arrests but
whether tomorrow or later I have
not decided. Today I Interrogated
Directors Junkin, Houston, Benson
and Porter and a umber of under-
cfficials of the trust compay. I se-
cured much evidence from them.
"Tomorrow I shall confnue my in-
vestigation and will examine Treas-
urer North and Assistant Treasurer
Collingwood. I have fognd no evi-
dence that the trust funds were
tampered with beyond the $50,00o al-
ready reported, but I have not con-
ended my investigation of this de-
partment."
Directors Are Blamed.
That it is the intention of tbe de-
positors to place the burden of re-
sposibilty for the failure of the bank
upon the shoulders of the directors
became known today. Counsel repre-
stnting $soo,000 of deposits dec'ared
they were in a position to prove ale
liability of the directors. They pro-
pose in the *vent of the directors
being unable to evolve a satisfactory
plan foe the reorganization of flu:
company to adopt measures which
shall !nsure some benefits to the de-
positors.
"Twenty thousand dollars of the
securities of the Presbyterian hospital
were taken from their box in the
Real Estate Trust compagy and re-
ploced with a note of Adolph Segal."
This was the announcement made
late tonight by Rev. Dr. Charles A.
Dickey, who heads the board of d.-
rectors of the Presbyterian hospital,
after he had made a partial examina•
tion of the hospital's securities to-
day.
"I do not know just what securit
were taken to be replaced by thz
note," said Dr. Dickey. "but I ani
rtain that tbe hospital never•loaned
any moriey on Mr. Segal's note rid
I have called a meeting of the'dlrec-
tors of the hospital for tomorrow to
go over all the securities and see
ho lt/ we stand."
Concern ng elections, the failure has
destroyed the boom of John H. Con
verse for mayor and that of Director
Boyard Henry for state senator.
THE CONFEDERATE
REPRESENTATINE
(Continued From First Page.)
Casino Thursday night in Paducah.
A thoroughly representative audi-
ence which comfortably filled the
summer theater, came out to wisn
him a good journey, and never in
l'aducah musical circles was a
more enjoyable concert given.
Every number was given with a
gusto which the audience caught up
:trio turned into generous applause.--
Mayfield Messenger.
Marry Tonight.
This evening .Mss Sophia Mae
Flumms1 and Mr. George A. Backer
will be united in marriage at the Ger-
man Lutheran church on South
Fourth street by Rev. A. C. Ilten. It
will be quite a charming affair of













(Continued From rest Page.)
cannot be opened until these places
are filled. During one of his speeches
public board and make an address,
Williamson, Fetter, Pitcher, Trout-
man and Gallman voted not to let
the citizens be heard. Tustee Wal-
ston. who is against Miss Morgan,
voted w'ith her six supporters though,
to let the outs:ders be heard, and this
making seven ballots to this effect the
auditors were given the floor.
'Handwriting on the Wall."
Speeches were then made by Col-
Gus G. Singleton, Co:. Joe Potter,
Police Commissioner Dick Suther-
land, Alderman W. T. Miller, Attor-
rey John G. Miller and others. Col.
Singleton told the truitees that go per
cent. of Paducahans were for -Miss
Morgan. and that the trustees were
not put in charge of the schools to
vote their indiOdual sentiments. but
to represent the people.. lie then re-
ferred to the Hatfie'd-Morgan con-
troversy of several years ago, at
which t me those opposed to the lady,
were turned out of service, and re-
marked that „history might repeat it-
self. as they could see the "hand-
writing on the wall," indicatirg by
this that Wiliamson and his crowd puRcELLiTHomrsoNmust go at the election next fan.
Col. Potter, Mr. Sutherland the
others talked strongly in favor of
Miss Morgan. Mr. Sutherland sayina
he be'ieved in employing home teach.
ers to foreigners. especially when
Miss Morgan holds the highest certi-
ficate of any instructor now in the
schools, from superintendent down.
Opposition Threaten to Appoint
Teachers.
Argue as they might with the six
stubborn members, the outsiders hai
no effect towards breaking the dead-
lock, and the matter was pessed. It
is said those against Miss Morgan
will try to "appoint" teachers with
which to start off the schhools next
Monday, but her supporters say a
tough proposition sill be gone up
aga nst if the others try :his ruse.
Bechenbach. Karnes Byrd. Morris
vis and List are for Mis. Morgan.
nd Petter, Williamson, Gelman,
Pitcher. Walston and Troutman are
against her
Other Business.
On the session being oliened last
even.ng Superintendent Lich reported
that everythig was ready frr resump-
tion of the schools next Monday, if
the board wou'd settle thc deadlock
and elect all the instructor& necessary
He said he had no suitable ioaterial in
sight for a number of th.• teacher-
ships not yet tilled. and tte.: only yes-
terday NUss Nannie Cullon resigned
her place to go to Carrsvi'le, Ky., to
take a position in the seltao's. She
has been teaching the sixt't grade at
the Franklin building here. Ile urged
that something be done to settle Mat-
tcrs. lie asked that some new stoves
be bought, and the supply committee
was ordered to do so.
Chairman List of the finance com-
mittee made the financial report of
the school funds, which showed a
balance of $3611.57 on kand August
st; received (luring that month
$3.417.57 from the state, and $5.072:43from the city; expended $864.71,
leaving a present balance. of $tt -
236.86.
The payroll of $266.67 was allowed,
as were $120 worth of miscellaneous
bills.
Secretary P.tcher reported that
Janitor Albritton had resigned. and a
man named Buford employed in his
.place.
Superintendent of Bui.dings Fred
Boyer informed the board that Ray-
mond Bamberger, Charles and Kate
Bass, James Morrison and the pull -am
children had broken many window
ppnes in the Franklin building.  .and
he. the superintendent, tried to get
them- warranted, but the little ones
were too young for the courts. He
asked relief against the window
smashing practice, but the board cook
'no action.
People owning property along Ohio
street are getting up a pet,itiOn. to Mr. Crockett Wright goes today tobe presented the council, asict
i
nit that Chicago to work in the Burnside's I.concrete sidewalks be placed aldlig C. shops.
the street. President Willimson in- Mr.' Lloyd Harrison and wife offormed the trustees that he signedt the Pittsburg, Miss., are soisitffig titrs.petition on behalf of the board as G. W. Broadfoot.the proposed walks pass along 'two Mesdames Gus Thomas of May-piiblic School buildings on that thor- field. and Ella Tucker of Memphis.ouglifare. The trustees confirmed his are visiting Mrs. George Flournoy.action of signing. Dr. Wm. Owen left yesterday to s -Chairman,Flectenbach reported that journ at Dawson.
they deemed 'it inadvisable to estpli. -Mrs. IJ. B. Daviii of Natchez, Miss.,Ilsh librariet. in the schools. as it bas returned home after visiting Mrs.would cost about $T,000. His Idea Eugene Tuttle. .
RACKET STO
New goods are arriving daily for the a11 and wiuor the floor last night. Trustee ter trade. Among the many special values to beBechenbach, stated that if the oppos-ing six tried to appomt teachers to found in our store. Just now we mention here only atake the places next Monday, and the
schools be opened that way, that few, viz:
those appo:nted woutd never get their
salaries, as nobody can teach in the
schools without first being elected
b) a majority of the board. Seven
is a majority, while there is only six
on either s de of the controversy
' Didn't Want Citizens Heard.
During the evening it was suggest-
by Trustee Walston that inas-
presented, maybe they would I ke to FLANNELETTE AND OUTING
much as many private citizens were
he heard on the subject. Despite the
OUR LINE OF FLANNELETTES AND OUTINGS IS NOW colt.
fact that anybody can go before any
PLETE COMPRISING THE PRETTIEST PATTERNS TO BE
EMBROIDERIES
HAVE JUST RECEIVED A SHIPMENT OF EMBROIDERIESCONSISTING OF EDGES AND INSERTIONS IN BOTH SWISSAND HAMBURG.' THE PATTERNS IN THE TASTIEST TO BEFOUND AND THE PRICES RUN FROM 5C TO 75C A YARD.
FOUND AND THE QUALITY WILL WE THINK,THING IN THE CITY.
SOLID WHITE AND CREAM
YARD.
FANCY OUTING IN LIGHT OR
A YARD.
FANCY FLANNELETTE roC.
- A HEAVIER AND WIDER ONE
HEAVY FLEECE DOWN AND
LOUNGING ROBES, ETC IC.
SURPASS ANY-
OUTING 5, ,g and toC A




LADIES' LONG BLACK SILK GLOVES AT $1 AND $143LADIES' KID GLOVES IN BOTH BLACK AND WHITEEIGHT BUTTON LENGTH $1.5o.
LADIES BLACK SUEDE KIDt TWELVE BOTTON LENGTPL$141.
LADIES EXTRA QUALITY BLACK OR WHITE KID, TWELVEBUTTON LENGTH, $2.50.
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
That run-dowa, tired feeling is the
fest eymptorn of MALARIA, take
1 Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules 1
Alte specific for all malaria
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Bo:.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Aim
Queen & Crescent Route
DIRECT LIME TO
CHATTANOOGA,ATL AVM
Ham. KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
BACON'S
DRUG STORY.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone sgy
was adopted and the movement
dropped.
Magistrate John Bleich has sued
thc trustees in Justice Ernery's court.
for $25 claimed due from the board
for looking after the schools' clocks.
The trustees have refused to pay the
bill, but now that report was
of institution of the stilt, the board
directed the finance comm ttee to
compromise the matter with Mr.
Bleich, if possible.
The annual financial report was
rti.nlfered by Secretary Pitcher, who
showed that during the year, preced-
ing June 3oth, $72,411.42 had beerrre-
ce'ved by the schools, while $72 187.89
had been spent. leaving a balance for
the year of $223.53.
Pr4f. Joseph Ragsdale, pricipal of
the Lee building, tendered his resig•
nation, which was accepted. as he
takes the principalship of the coleste
at Lone Oak, in the county.
The president was directed to noti-
fy J. K. Bondurant, that the latter
must close the deal for the oid Me-
chanicsburg school property by the
first of next month, else the trustees
will sell to some othet. Mr. Bon-
der(int bought the property which
was turned over to lem last spring.
Thc. deed was made out to him last
month. an(L put in his possession but
he has not yet informed the board
whether he takes the property.
The board adjourned then.
,a
Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Spruiga
and many other resorts in the "Land
et tbe Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire
country of Western North Carolina.
offering • high akitnde, bracing
clim.ate, picturesque MO= scesserr
asd splendid botsla
Send two cent iitamp for "Lend of
the Sky" booklet and other Ilia&
somely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Await,
.Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERPORD, Dist. Pass..
Agent, Louisvil/e, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst Gepl. Pam,.



































Paducah and Vincennes Fight To a





*---C.10 57Cairo 67  beautiful mustache as a result of aJacksonville 63 57 '525 bet with his wife. Farnbaker bet his56 63Paducah .470 mustache against a book of cigaretteDanville 58 66 468 papers that Cairo would win the pen-Mattoon .. 50 73 -405 nant. Now all chance for winning
"PAP" FARNBAKER
LOSES MUSTACHE
BET A CLEAN SHAVE ON CAI-
RO WINNING THE
PENNAT.
Vincennes Nails Down the Rag and
the Veteran Sacrifices His Beau-
tiful Mustache.
Cairo, Ill., September 4.—"Ya-
Farnbaker. the granddaddy ofL. Pct.
600 
the Kitty leagu.'e and able booster, of. 





Vincennes, Ind., Sept. 4.—Game
was Ca led in the fourteenth inning
on account of darkness. Paducah
scoring in the first and V.ncennes in
Joint h. f
Paducah scored on an error, *
sacrifice and two singles; Vincennes.
scored on a single, a stolen base,
fielders choice and pas91'b11111;, each
pitcher passed two: each catcher had
a passed ball; Farrell strut* out
seven; Brahic two., left op bases. Vin-
cennes seven. Pducah six. Two fast
doubles by Vincennes and brilliant
... •rays in out field. 01 .3 •
Piatt objected to the rooting of
Frank Dollihan, a Vincennes fan, and
invited h m out of the grand stand:
Dollihan leaped out, picked up a bat
and struck Piatt three times, once
over the ear.
RUE
Vincennes*. 6 3 1
Paducah T 3 c




Mattoon, Ill.. Sept. 4.—Cairo won
geod but slow and uninterest•ng
game.
R Ii E
Cairo 2 5 3
lkiattoon  t 6 t
Batteries: Way and (Keiser;
Dowell and Johnstone.-
e•AIERA/P•AAA
Dearville to; JvIfls.a.Danville, II.. Sept. 4.—The Vets




Jacksonv Ile  r
•Batteries: Holycross and Ott;
Akers and Belt.
JOE GANS IS NOT DEAD
NEGRO WINNER OF WORLD'S
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION-
SHIP STILL ALIVE.
Report Reached Paducah Last Night
That He Had Died From Foul
Blow in Stomach_
That a large number of Paducah-
ans are interested in prize fights
was demonstrated last night by the
numerous quer es by callers and over
the 'phone lot a confirmation of the
report that Gans, the negro winner
of the world's I ght weight champion-
ship, had died frain iffewili of a
blow delivered by Ilatthng Nelspa
eirring the fight,___
The following brief telegram re-
ceived by the Register at midnight.
rove.; the report untrue.
Goldfield Nev., Sept. • -Lkeport
that_ Gans s deed erroneons. Is in




'The many friends of Mr. Jefferson
'Sherrill will sbe grieved to learn that
he. is in qnite a seeiouts.ondition at
the residence of his soft. Mr. James
Sherrill, of Clay. near Ninth street.
The former is very okl and is con-
fined with ailments incidental to ad-
-Talked age.
•
are gone and so is his attractive
bunch of face hairs. He looks ten
years younger and presents a striking




SIGNED UP THE DOCU-
MENTS.
He Went Home But Comes Back
Next Week, Ready to Start the
Improvement Immediately.
Mr. Harvey. of the Memphis Pav-
ing and Asphalt company, went home
last evening, but announced he would
rt turn sometime next week with his
men, material and outfit, ready, to be-
gin the work of laying brick streets
and concrete sidewalks on Washing-
ton from First to Third. Finn from
Proadway to Washington and Sec-
end from Kentucky amines to Wash-
irgton. lie thinks he -*ill hah the
a entire improvement eompleted• be-
fore cold weather sets in.
The contract was let to Ism. coin-
t any by the board of public works
for a little over $33.000, and the
cothicil Monday evening ratified
au ardment of the work. Yesterday
afternoon Mayor Yeiser had a called
session of the aldermen at which time
there was confirmed the councilmanic
rat fication. All members of the up-
ter hoard were in attendance with
exception of Bell and Chambin This
finishes all the preliminaeles towards
closing the deal, and before departink,
3 yesterday for Mempbs, Mr. Harvey
6 signed tbe contracts, and executed
bond, guaranteeing to perform the
work properly.
During the aldermanic session yes-
terday authority was given City
Jailer Thomas Evitts to employ sp
extra deputy to take out the lockup
chaingang, wheneser the regular
tieputy s detained through no fault
of his.
The deputy jailer takes the prison-
ers out on the chaingang every day to
clean u pthe streets and gutters. Yes-
terday Deputy Purchase had to at-
tend circuit court which is now in
session, and was nnab'e to take the
chaingang out. This left none to do
this, and not desiring to employ
another deputy for this work, at the
jeler's cost, Jailer Evitts laid the
matter before the aldermen. who in-
formed him he would be allowed
money for the extra deputy he had
to employ under c'reumstances of
this nature.
—About too blacksmiths, boiler-
makers and helpers of the 1. C., re-
fused tn go to work yesterday morn-
ing at 7 o'clock, on account of no ice
water ileing on hand to drink. By it
o'clock the officials had the cool water
in the tanks, and the men then Went
'to their labors.
...The medical society will at its
meeting next Wednesday change it;
bylaws, so that hereafter weekly in-
stead of monthly meet ngs will be
—The St. Mary's academrldr,Fifth
and Monroe streets has resumed for
the winter session. •
—Miss Ethel Robertson is ill sv'th




REV. THOMPSON GETS HERE
FRIDAY MORNING BY
RIVER.
Mammoth Crowd Attending the Camp
Meeting Being Held at
Eddyville.
INDICTMENTS DISMISSED
(Continued From First Page.)
are charged with stealing some gro-
ceries and selling them to other par-
ties by claiming the goods belonged
to them.
James E. English was given a con-
tinuance of the indictment charging
him with appropriating to his individ-
ual use money belonging to eastern
merchants. English was in the com-
mission business here, representing
the eastern parties. English sold
goods to Paducah merchants for the
eastern firm, but the goods were ru-
ined during transit by a wreck on the
I. C., up about Dawson. The east-
ern firm empowered English to set-Rev. Calvin Thompson and family tle with the railroad for the damageare in St. Louis, but leave that city to the goods. The firm then after-this afternoon by' steamboat for Pa- wards had their agent indicted onducah, arriving here early Friday ,the ground that he converted to hismorning. Capt. John R. Puryeut yes- private use the money paid him byterday received a postal card from .the railroad to satisfy the damagethe reverend gentleman, who wrote done the merchandise. Englishfrom the Future Great, where he and, claims he accounted properly for ev-family had arrivd from Denver, Col., erything.
their former home. Dr. Thompson Until the next term of court wasstated that his little son had sufferei
intense pain as result of falling and
sticking a pencil down his throat. The
little fellow is mut+ better now, and
is accompanying the balance of the
family to their new home in this
city.
Big Meeting.
The camp meeting up at Eddyville
is being attended by thousands of peo-
ple, large crowds having gone up
from here to spend several days. It
is the annual affair conducted there
continued the indictment charging J
T. Norfleet with getting Grocer Rod-
fus to cash a forged check for $5.
Norfleet is again in jail, this time
charged with stealing a watch from
someone.
There was dismissed the forfeiture
against Sam Story.
The gambling charge against Ma
non and Clarence Clark was filed
away.
Becky Hudson was given a post-
ponement until the December term.in the grounds near the railroad' She is elarged with maintaining atracks, close to the I. C. dePot. Re- ' nuisance.
year than for many seasons back. 
1 
t
ports are the crowds are larger this The bawdy house indictment against
Viola Marks was continued until he
next sesii3n of court.
Ed Pearsonand A. C. Mitchell
were given a callitinuiftice of the in-
MUCH BETTER nictment a.eusing them of furnishingliquor to minors.
At the instance of the common-
wealth there was continued the gram]
larceny charges against James Doe-
lin and Henry Prewett, who are ac-
cused of stealing some rope from a
steamboat barge.
0. A. Eddleman's case as laid
over until December. He is accused
of obtaining money by false pretense!.
and the continuance was given at in-
stance of the prosecution.
James M. Elliott was given a post-
ponement until next court of the
forgery charge. It is claimed he
forged his mother-in-law's name to
an order for jao and got Liveryman
James Glauber to cash it.
The malicious shooting charge
against James Wilkins went over for
a term.
There were dismissed warrants
charging ‘Voreh, Virgil and Charles
Holcomb with gambling.
The court ordered filed away for
futurg pros ecut ion the following
deifies,: ,.Henry Miller, charged with
fornkehteg. liquor to a minor; Perry
Bryant, .ebarged with breaking into
Wallerstein's clothing store; Abet
Hubbard. charged with robbery; Mis-
se Robertson, charged with breaking
into a house with a young fellow
named W5Iliams, the latter of whom
got a teem in the reform school,
where he is now sojourning.
Jim Doolin was given a continu-
ance of his case._
The petit jury empaneled yester-
day for this term consists of J. M.
McKinney, • M. Marks, Fred Hum-
mel, J. S. Pryor, Wl A. Flowers, F.
G. Broyles, V. H. Blewitt, J. T.
Pieece, J H. 'Derrington, W. J. Rooi,
J. E. Jones, M. M. Willett. C. A. Cole-
man, F. M. MicGlathery, George
Efernhard, S. B. Ghiolson, M. V.
Cherry., F. L. Ward, D. J. Levi', E.
L. Potts, Knox Flournoy, C. W. Mor-
rison, T. E. Ashby and Henry E.
Thompson.
A continuance was given the case
charging J. Woods with assault ani
battery. John Hobson stabbed Woods
one night last year. and was heavily
fined for it, by forfeiting his bond.
Civil Cases.
The City National hank was giv-
en judgment for $g,451 50 against the
Paducah Towing company for bor-
rowed money.
In the suit of J. T. Reddick against
Sol C. Vaughan the defendant asked
the court to set aside the judgment
of $1600 given the day before to plain-
tiff againet defendant. Plaintiff sues
to recover premiums he claims he paid
for defendant on the latter's life insur-
ance policy.
The defendant asked the court to
set aside the judgment given Brans-
ford against Starks-Ullman, for mon-
ey claimed due for goods defendants
bought from plaintiff, but never paid
for.
Messrs. L. B. ()gift ie and Wm.
Rieke have gone to New York to buy
goods Mrs. Ogilvie and son are in
Dawson.
COLONEL IS
MR. SINNOTT IMPROVES AT
BIRMINGHAM, ALA_
BAMA.
Mr. Clyint Boaz Was Somewhat Bet-
ter Last Night at Riverside Hos-
pital—Officers Ailing.
Word from Birmingham, Ala., :1
that Col. John Sinnott :s slowly im-
proving from his attack of fever, and
when he has recovered sufficiently
will be brought to his home in this
city by several members of his family,
who are at his bedside. His condi-
tion 'has not been unduly serious, con-
sidering his age.
Much Better.
Mr. Clint Boaz was much better
late last night at 'Riverside hospital,
where he has been confined for some
days with blood-poisoning which re-
sulted from cutting himself with a
scythe. Dr. Bass believes he will pull
through all right now.
Able to Be About
Detective T. J. Moore is able to he
about 'his business, but yet walks with
a cane, as he has not fully recuperat-
ed his strength, as result of the op-
eration he underwent five weeks since
for appendicitis. He expects to be
all right again within a week or ten
days.
Foot Swollen.
The foot of City Jailer Thomas Ev-
itts continues swollen to double its
normal size, as remit of a mosquito
bite producing blood poison a week
or two ago. He has to wear a shoe
with the top cut away to prevent any
undue pressure upon the affected
pedal extremity.
PERSONA L6..6..6..6..6.. ..6..6
Miss Edna Gockel is visiting in Gol-
conds, Ill., from vvrhich place she
goes to Peoria, Ill., to visit friends.
Mr. and M•s. J. S. Loftus of Prince-
ton, Ky., have returned home after
visiting the laeter's father, Mr. J. H.
Maxwell of Thirteenth and Burnett
streets.
—The W. C. T. U., holds its regu-
lar weekly meeting tomorrow after-
noon at the First Bapt•st`church.
The Friends' society of Grace
church has postponed from today un-
til tomorrow, its meeting, on account
of the death of Mrs. Decker, a mem-
ber.
—Not knowing that a box in their
stable ,contained a quantity of powder.
Beverly, the to-year-old son of Mr.
Frank Pryor of too• Guthr e avenue.
yesterday at noon touched a match
to the contents, which flashed up,
igniting his clothing, and badly
burning his arms and legs.
Now is-the time for you to fill your coal house.
".••
Lump 12c, Nut 1 tc
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. :Agent for Whitehall and
Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."
H. M Cunningham,
Phanes: Old 960,1New 245.
•
....Sterling Silverware..,.





S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCA1 UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Foth Phones N. 110.
•
203. 205 S. Third
ANNOUNCE MENT
WE EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN llsb.bn.vy 4 •
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS AD OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.
I
Dicke & Black, '516 Bway.
WINDOW
PHANE...
- Thirteenth and Adams Streets
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQI.;;.L IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW 01?
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE FLUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lee. 315 hay.
BLSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thoroughcourses in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, corespondence, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc.Cad or write for beautiful new catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
The Only LicensedB. Michael Pawnbroker
MONEY LOANElD ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST. . ,SPECIAL BARGAINS in Roger's Silverweare, such as ICaivesSpoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in High Grader Watches—Hamiltonand Ball, B. W. Raymond—one half price. , • Just received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd sizes and 6-size Watches.. .53cents on dollars for ten days. 211 B,R00 411. 
•IfDon't forget the place. Next to tanei. g etore. . 11 .rn
— _
The New Vet'etinarr " 4511, ,Fancy & Fisher, Vetterinary, Sirgeorit'iltid"iferttlille.""S3Whifities have been provided for in eaaetructitit Inbr be* Ittsgt4till*Mfivitnables us to treat all diseases of horses' and'Islogs• is lbe.'tnball mdiddrnmanner. We have a clean, aisy, spnfitsui. • sad' Opoo•dete Omer isod--,enethat C3 complete in every, dletail. 1,-J- ' • • •.• -,:•-ti !ism mese •We invite you to • tell and, inspect our *eq. ̂•:, 'OfFice and Hospitals, .480, ,;•hird Om* • Ity•A 71 19 "Office Phone; o14,,4 345 vistw,: Mk; r 'Wear e.. okils .*• ,••• r me it • • .• • 4" i•  .1"4 '•••••••••,* • ri: *!,••••••if •ciW. si








CROPS ARE SUFFERING FOR
LABORERS—CROPS EATEN
UP BY WORMS.
The Price for Farm Labor Has In-
creased Greatly, But it Does
Not Get Help.
Never was there such a scarcity of
farm labor in the country as there is
today. Farmers in every part of Da-
vicss county and in adjoining coun-
ties are looking for farm hands with
no avail. The tobacco is being eaten
up with worms, and the "suckers" are
destroying the plants, all because suf-
ficient farm labor cannot be obtained
to assist in attending to the crops,
says the Owensboro Inquirer.
The lack of farm help has brought
up the question, "What has become
of the man who ten years ago was
glad to get work on the farm for fifty
cents a day and his board?" Today
the farmers have doubled the price of
farm Labor and are offering 41 and
Sisso a day for help, and they: cannot
get assistance.
The old farm hand has disappeared.
Ile can be found sleeping beneath the
sod of the rustic kirk yard or is a
laborer in the city. The farm drudg-
ery is too much for the young man
who was born and reared on a farm
Early in life he longs to leave the old
place, and hesitates not to da it at the
first epportunity.
The citg, has a peculiar charm for
the country lad. He longs to live ,n
the city from the time he first came to
tows: on a load of hay with his fath-
er. When he arrives at the age ss hen
lie can sale 'y be ntrusted to take
care of himself his father allows him
to depart for the city, with the prom-
ise that he will write once or twice a
month. Arriving in the city he seeks
employment at the factories and
usually gets it. The foremen of thz
departments want the country boy,
because be knows that he has been
taught to work hard. They can get
more work out of a country lad in
thirty minutes than they can out of a
town boy in as hour.
The country boy will succeed in the
city, because early in life he has been
taught the right principles, and these
principles are contained in the mot-
to, "Work while you work." The
success of one country boy in the
city will be the direct cause of a doz-
en more coming to the city. The suc-
cessful lad will write to an old chum
and tell him what a big salary he is
making, what a good time he is hav-
ing, and close his letter with the
words. "Try and get your dad to let
you come. I can get you a good job."
The other boy in due time will take
his leave of the home folks. The
birds will sing their sweetest song as
he takes his departure. The oLdi brin-
dle "moos" her good-bye, and the
old dog, "Tige." licks his master kind
ly on the hand as he closes the old
gate :behind hien and gets into the
wagon to be taken to the station.
The success of the country lad who
went to the city has created a desire
in the heart of every country lad to
work his way to the front in the city.
Over his school books he will dream
of the time when he will be a great
rich man in the city. What would he
2Enount to if he should stay on the
farm? he will argue with himself.
What has his father ever made? The
city is alluring to the farm boy and
%WIC a not for the immigration to this
country, agriculture would 'suffer
greatly. It is only in the late years
of his life that the man who 'has lett
the farm when a boy will want to
return and scent once more the clover
blossom and the free atmosphere of
God's own country.
Why She Spurned Him.
A Philadelphia politician was talk-
ing about the late Samuel H. Ash-
bridge, former mayor of the city.
worked under Mr. Ashbridge for three
years," he said, "and found him a
good master, a cooaiderate, kind and
just master.
"But one thing he always insisted
on. That was implicit obedience to
orders, If he told you to do a thing,
that, and nothing else, was what you
were to do. He didn't like to have a
subordinate try to improve on his
orders.
"I once tried to improve on an or-
der of Mr. Ashbridge's. An errand I
had 'been sent on I did better, as I
thought, than I had been told to do
But when I came hack the mayor
smiled and told me a story.
"He said there was a young man
in love with a rich and beautiful girl
The girl informed him one afternoon
that the next day would he her birth-
day. He said he was glad fb hear it.
He said he would send her the next
morning a bouquet of roses, one for
each year.
"So that night he wrote a note to
the florist, ordering the immediate de-
livery of twenty. roses to the young
lady. Illpt the florist, reading the 'or-
der, thought he would please the
young man by improving on it, and
so he said' to his clerk:
"'Here's an order from young
Smith for twenty roses. Smith is one
of —• best roe:oleo-es Thro v in, tet
?nor for goodmeasure. "— snericat
Nee' 'or.
PEDAL TRIP
MR. GEO. POWELL BACK TO
RESUME HIS OLD TER-
RITORY.
Made Special Trip of Several Months
Throueo the North for His
Big Firm.
Geors! Powell, the whiskey
drummer, ha. returned tram the north
where he has been traveling for the
past three tronths for his firm, the
Paul Jones Liquor company of Cin-
cterati, Ohio, Which is one of the
largest concerns in the world.
Mr. Powell's territory for that com-
pany is Kentucky and Tennessee, but
the concern got him' to crnake a spe-
c'al tour of Minnesota, Michigan, Wis-
consin and or- er noritiefri—itates, and
it took him t :ree months to do so,
‘isiting eah ,nly once. Whale
he was in tbs.: c... ant section he had
his family to spend the summer on
the Great Lakes so that he could run
in every week or so and visit them.
Mr. PPowell wit now resume his
local territory of this state and Ten-
nessee, starting out shortly upon his
initial trip.
He was pleased with the northern
country, as business was good and the
climate cool and invigorating, but is
glad to once more get back in his
old territory, where he is so widely
and well known.
Men, Women and Meals.
When men suppose that dinner goes
on whether they are at home or not,
they labor under a curious miscon-
ception. Arthur Pendenys writing
about this melancholy fact ,declares:
"Some one once said that an ordinary
woman's favorite dinner is an egg in
a drawing room. All women have a
passion for something on a tray. To
the masculine mind things on a tray
are unsatisfying. but to the feminine
body they embody the very manna
from heaven." It is easy to understand
that Arthur Pendenys' or any other
' masculine mind" 'might have trouble
in comprenending the why and where-
fete of this debilitated taste; but no
woman would be at a loss to explain
it. It comes from the fatigue which'
woman suffers as the result of her
colossal task of feeding man. To
nourish the human race is the ap-
pointed work of woman. At the ve:y
inception of life this is her labor, and
never can existence be so fine, so free.
so heroic or so beautiful that she mist
not pause three times a day—or more
—to bend her mind ta the menu that
shall please her lord. She has been
accused of writing no epics; it is said
that she is incapable of composing an
oratorio, nor designing a cathedral, of
conceiving an heroic statue or paint-
ing a picture of the first quality. The
retort is that she might have done
something of the kind if the men had
not been hungry so frequently and
so insistently. To be the nourisher
of the human race is an undertaking
so prodiguous that it is a marvel tlOt
the mere exasperation of being chain-
ed to the larder hal not made fiends
or lunatics out of women—and from
squaw to countess, their sufferings in
this regard have points of simliarity
Is it any wonder, then, that with the
ever-hungry man out of the way, the
woman seeks escape from the tyranny
of food and "eats strawberries by
moonlight on a flowery hank"—The
Reader.
YOUNG COLONEL IN DILEMMA
Ways of War Were a New Thing to
His Understanding.
At the Army and Navy club in
Washington a number of veteran offi-
cers were telling, stories, when Gen.
Chaffee told this anecdote of Gen.
Carr, who died in New York some
years ago:
It appears that Gen. Carr, at the
outbreak of the civil war, had left
Troy to take command of a regiment.
The engagement in which, as colonel,
be first figured was at Big Bethel. Ilia
regiment had been hailed for rest
and refreshment in a pleasant place
and had not yet experienced the ex-
citement of a skirmish. It happened,
however, that Confederates were in
ambush in the immediate neighbor-
hood and from a safe hiding place
they opened fire on the northerners
Carr, so the story runs, instantly put
:spurs to his horsi and dashed, up to
a group of officers. Excitement and
'bewilderment were apparent upon his




what is to he drine?"—
/7.
are 'firing upon my regi-
ed. "My God' Ns—
arper's Week-
TEACHER'S ELECTION.
Pupils May Select Their
Teacher.
Mrs. John J. Dorian's school will
resume work Monday Sept. moth.
The courses include al' the English
branches, also Latin, French, Short-
hand and Bookkeeping.
For information call at corner of
Fourth and Adams. Old 'phone 1470
Better Than Usual.
(Houston' Post.?
"Those are pretty good biscuits you
made today"
"1' didn't make any hiscuite today."
"Who did? I just ate a half dozen
in the pantry"
"Why, those must have been the
dog biscuits I b.....!ht for Fido."
- PITTSBURG
COAL ir
Two PITff_SIDURO COAL CO. TELEPHON_ NI 3
••• OFT/CIC 13* ZRO ADWAY PADUCAn•
Facts that can not
be Denied:
When you buy Pittsburg Coal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.
PI7 7 SBURG COAL CO.
Office 126 Broadway. Jas. J. O'Donnell,Both Phones No. 3. Manager.
UNION KEN STRONG
IN THE NEW STATE
Will Play an Important Part in the
Framing of a Constitution.
Shawnee, Ok., Sept. 4.—The labcr
unions of the new state, which are
quite strong, especially in the eastern
part, will endeavor to have a share in
the making of the state constitution,
and 'believe that they are strong
enough to make their demands fe:t.
In the original draft of the Saquoyah
constitution, adopted at Muskogee
last year, were some provisions which
the labor unions felt to be hostile to
:them, and such a storm of protest
arose that the offending sections were
at once expunged.
At the recent meeting of the Twin
Territories Federation of Labor, Pe-
porarions shall bear their full burden
of taxation.
Tenth—Commission to regulate
railroads, telegraph, express compa-
nies, telephones and pipe lines.
Eleventh—There shall be estab-
lished and maintained the office of
chief mine inspector, the duties and
salary of which shall be prescribed by
law.
The legislature shall prohibit, by
the enactment of the proper laws:
First—The employment of children
under 16 years of age in mines.
Second—The contracting of corevict
labor.
Third—The labor of convicts out-
side of prison walls, except on pub-
ter Hanraty, president of the feslera- lic works and public roads under di-tion, recotmnended these articles for
the constitution, which will probably rect control of the state.
he adopted as the labor program: Fourth—The political and commer-
Fisst—That all the rights of labor
shall have just protection through
laws calculated to promote the indus-
trial welfare of our state.
Seend—That the legislature shAll
provide by law for the initiative and
referendum and imperative Mandate.
Third—That not more than eight
hours shall constitute a day's work
in the underground mine', and on all
work: euried on by the ,tate, county
or murrfc.ipal government, and the leg-
-islature shall pass suitable laws to
provide for the healt.h, and safety of
employes in factories, smelters, mills,
and on railroads.
That the common law re-






an employe injured throug
lessness of a fellow servant be
gated and suitable Laws passed by the
legislature protecting such employes
under such conditions. .
Fifth—The right of action to re-
cover damages for injury or death
shall never be abrogated and the
amount recoverable shall, never be
subject to any statutory limitation.
Sixth—The power of the civil au-
thority shall never be usurped by the
military authorities.
Seventh—Equal suffrage for all over
21 years of age.
Eighth—The state may engage in
any industry or enterprise.
Ninth—All railroads and other cor-
cial control of employes.
Fifth—Railroads from owning coal
lands or operating or leasing any kind
of mines directly, or indirectly.
Sixth—Any corporation from trans-
acting bnsiness in the state without
first procuring a charter under the
laws of the state
Cleansing Agents. • .
'Hot vinegar will remove paint from
cotton fabrics.
Spirits of hartshorn applied to acid
spots in cotton or wool will remove
them.
Use vaseline to clean
the shoes, applying with
cloth.
,Rub magn
stain and allow it t
days if possible. Brush aw
stain will have disappeared.
A solution of equal parts of
monia and spirits of turpentine
prove effectual 'in loosening dry or
hardened paint in any fabric.
One part aleghol and three part
water is a good solution for use in
freshening black goods. Sponge the
material on the right side and press
on the wr.:ej side while tamp.
and preserve i
a soft woolen 
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$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
The Fever
Season
Has few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
325 Kentucky Avenue. 132 South Fourth Street. Both Phones aor.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL, ESTA I-v. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM L fiAll•
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VaITERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. MIND FOR IT.
EDO R W. WIIIITTEMOSIJC. sakakdkimma. me.
J ! E. COULSON,
...P LUMBINSII,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phooe:133. 220 N. Third
Mattil, Efinger
Undertakers and',Entbahners,
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BIG TASK
NINETY NEWSPAPERS A DAY





Ninety newspapers a day is the task.
of the girls who read for one of the
-oldest clipo/ng press bureaus in New
York, and they read every item in
each paper, including the advertising.
Moreover, as they read they carry the
names, wants and wishes of 3000 sub-
scribers in their minds and under-
score the salient word in every 'item
which should go to a customer.
This bureau has certain rules in hir-
ing its readers. It takes no elderly
person, no. person who says she i;
fond of reading or has made scrap-
books all her lift-, and no school teach-
er. It wants no literary tastes at its
reading desks, and not too much edu-
cation.
a It wants persons who will read me-
• chanically. with lightning speed and
with no interest in what they read
aside from the word they are looking
for. After trying all sorts of people,
the type found most satisfactory is
the girl who has left school at 14 4t0
go to work in a factory or dry goods
store. In either of those places she
would get from $3 to $8 a week. In
the clipping bureau she may run her
wages up to $2o a week, as the star
reader of this bureau has done, and
average $12 or $15 a week, as most
of them do.
"All of them work by the piece. re-
ceiving so much for every clipping
marked. Sometimes they are a little
too mechanical, as when the patron
who subscribes for everything con-
cerning banks gets choice items con-
cerning sand banks. But it is better
• to have them that way than to have
them getting interested in what they
read arid lingering over their task.
• Eight hundred da lies a day are read
in this office, and in addition every
publication, weekly and monthly, in
the United States, which has a circu-
lation of scoop. making 5000 in all.
The amoum of surface information
which these girls get to carry around
in their heads concerning the matters
in which the 3000 subscribers are in-
terested is remarkable. The strangest
and most unexpected scraps of knowl-
edge will crop up among the curly-
headed 15-year?ulds %bum one would
not accuse of an idea beyond choco-
late creams and peek-a-boo waists.
These girls read for all sorts of
queer things. There is a badige and
button house capitalized at $1,000,000
which has built its business in the
Niast twelve years on clippings furn-
ished it by these girls. It takes ev-
e arything relating to the organization
of societies, or their parades, pro-
gressions, meetings. If. gets moo
items a day and its bill is $400 a weekt
Its literature goes to the addresses
provided in the-se clippings, and its
publicity scheme has proved good.
A house that makes church bells
takes everything relating to new
churches, appropriations for new bells,
etc. Another firm has for years tak-
en everything relating to scales. A
Company insoring against burglar*
for twelve years recently canceled its
order, as it found that there was no
profit in this branch of its business.
• Society news in the papers is care-
efully scanned. Notices of engage-
ments are clipped for jewelers, flor-
ists, stationers, furniture dealers and
• hundreds of other merchants. The
most profitable branch of the business
°is the commercial, but the largest
lumber of customers is made of those
who subscribe for personad mention.
Personal vanity plays little part in
this, however; it is dictated mostly
by commercial reasons.
On this lise are playwrights, act-
ors, prize fighters. politicians, authors
and all sorts of men in public life.
§onie of them are anxious for news-
paper mention and some are anxious
hat its absence.
The income from this source is ex-
tremely irregniar. It has. happened
that a mats would not have an item
for rnoniths, ased.then snddenly in one
ponth his bill it the clipping bureau
14-has leaped from nothing to $1000.
This sudden bull miovement may be
a *entree of pleasure or quite the op-
Yonsite to the subject--one never can
tell
• Sometimes authors subscribe for
clippings on subjects for which they
intend to write upon. One author has
for two or three years been collect-
ing all clippings which desct.Se the
heroism of girls, as shown in reports
of fires. accidttnts and the like. Then
there are the obv:ously crank collec-
tors.
One man has for years collected
yeerything printed on vegetarianisin.
'Xisi bill this summer has been pretty
• Oeavy. Another man pays for all
'items relating to any rascality among
spiritualists or among priests and min-
isters of the gospel. Periodically he
publishes a deadly parallel in a spir-
itualistic paper. obviously to the dis-
credit of the church people, as there
are many ?tore of them then of his
own cult.
Another men has collected for years
ee..rething published on Lincoln, and
*nether everything published against
yseeinstion.
The Atnarkan ranlical asaociat. /rm.
collects statistics relating to injury State of Affairs.
and loss of life at Fourth of JuJiy cel- I Your police and fire department.ebrations. The principal of a school mem to hold each other in supreme
in New England buys all items con- , contempt," observed the visitor in
cerning persons who have made do- Plunkville.
nations to schools or academies ;n "Well, yea; there is a little feeling
New England, with the obvious put- Of that sort," acknowledged the im-
pose of affording them an opportn- tive Plunkvillian. "You see, our pO-
nity to extend their benevolence.
Interesting comparisons are sup-
plied to the clipping bureau regard-
ing the articles printed in the news-
papers about deaths of prominent Huh?
Miss Pounden-Thump—You're not amen. No other man in America had
so much printed about his death in the music lover, I'm afraid.
newspapers as McKinley. Carl Schurz Mr. Foote-Innit — Indeed I am.
has received as many as 12,000 obit-
uary notices, more than any other
man since McKinley. John Hay and
Joseph Jefferson had io,000 each,
 but I doand MarkeHanna 8000. 
I Leader.The most expensive thing to buy in
a clipping bureau is a "back search,"
soarch for the notices of a pa.-it.
event. For that a charge of to cents.
for each paper read is made, whether
anything is found or not. The bill
may easily run into thousands of dol-
lars, and is never entirely satisfa.:-
tory, as many papers are inevitatily
lost.
A month after the San Francisco
catatrophe the Southern Pacific rai.-
rood decided that it wanted every-
thing that 'had been published on the
subject and turned in an order to that
effect to a New York clipping bu-
reau. The bureau has just forwarded
a dry goods box containing 15,000 clip-
pings.
One of the most curious back
searches ever ordered was started by
ilarmsworth, the London newspaper
owner. He began his career with a lit-
tle periodical called Answers. fle
placed an order with a clipping bu-
reau for all original jokes and funny
stories published in American paper.:.
He was getting a pretty heavy ser-
vice, naturally, when one day a letter
arrived, from him to the following ef-
fect:
"Last December you furnished us
with the following joke:
—Einstein's place has burned
down.'
"'Too much inflammable material!'
"'No; too much insurance.'
"It is necessary to locate the origin
of this joke and mail us a copy of
the paper immediately."
The manager of the bureau cabled
to his London agent, asking the cause
of Mr Harmsworth's sudden demand,
and received in response the cable-
gram 7
"Local Einstein suing."
The manager wrote to every joke-
smith he could hear of in the United
States and posted the joke in every
press club, with an inquiry as to its
origin. After a while he got a letter
which read:
"I know—'cause why I wrote it my-
self How much is it worth to show
you its original publication?"
For $s a copy of the periodical
originally containing the much-sought
joke was obtained and dispatched to
the London publisher.
The first clipping bureau in the
world was started in Paris in 1879 by
a Frenchman named Cheri. There
are now forty clipping bureas in the
United States, of which ten are in
New York city. There are clipping
bureaus in every country and every
language on earth sufficiently ad-
vanced to have newspapers.
Gen. Joe Wheeler ordered a com-
plete newspaper history of the Span-
war in twelve great volumes. A
New York firm presented to every
regiment that went out of New York
to that war a scrapbook htstory of the
action of the regiment, and the books
are now preserved in the various arm-
ories. Forty-two books of clippings
were made of MicKinley's obituaries.
One man ordered twelve to present
to twelve different persons.
Collis P. Huntington had under
consideration the making or a $to,orio
scrapbook of Mr. -Huntington's obit-
uary notices when the clippings were
destroyed by
Relatives and friends of Henry B.
ifyde ordered ten. sets of his obituary
notices in twenty great volumes, ir-
eluding items from insurance papers
in China, Japan, India and other coun-
tries. some of which cost $so apiece
to obtain.
The first scrapbook to attract puli-
Tic attention was the enormous vol-
ume ordered for presentation to Ad-
miral Dewey on his return from the
Philippines. Including its table it cost
$3,1cio end is the most valuable scrap-
book in the Smithsonian .Institution.
Under the auspices of the Geermare
American committee on a memorial
to Carl Schurz a scrapbook is being
prepared of that statesman. This
will contain letters on the life and-
character of Mr. Shurz from alienist
every prominent man of the day, and
will be a mine of autographs and per-
sonal sentiments for future historians.
lice station got robbed about a month
ago and a week later our the engine
bouse burned down."—Chicago Suit.
• + + • + + + • + + + + S. +
• Kentucky Fair Dates.
▪ + + + + • • • • * •
Kentucky tate Fai-, -
Septembe. 17-22.
Elizabeti.tcwn, Septe:nber 4-3 der-
Paris S...e.e-eiber 4—e days
Banknote,. September 5-4 Jays.
Montice/io, oeptemtser II-4 attys.
GlassId , septernber 13-4 dart.
3ehree, September t8--s dame.
Hertford, Seettembee der*.
Henderson, Sepeember 26--4 cloys.
Falmouth, fisoffertiber a6--4 days.
Pernerelre. gilfittember,27-3 (*IL • •
CAreandilrio.nutdble s—g dap.
jrragsg.
What makes you think I'm not?
Miss P.-T. —I thought you looked
bored while I was playing.
Mr. F.-J.—I may have looked bored,
love music. — Cleveland
Rejoicing-.
sat behind a theater hat,
And as I heard the way
The actors talked, how glad I was
I couldn't see the play.
—Puck.
A CHANGE OF PROGRAMME.
Mike—It's always the unexpected
wot 'appens. Last night I went 'ome
thinking the milieus woull 'it me with
the poker.
Jock—And she didn't?
Mike—No; she 'it me with the flat.
iron and an old boot. Wot is a man
to do?
An Achievement.
In language, simple truth to tell,
He must have studied long and well—
He can recite and also spell
A complicated college yell.
—Washington Star.
Commonplace.
'What sort of a monument has she




"How lacking in distinction! I looked
to her to hit upon something which
would be not only costly, but out of the
ogdinary "—Puck.
Something Doing.
Mrs. Dearborn—I hear your bus.
bend has opened a law office.
Mrs. Wabash—Yes, he has.
"How is he getting alo-e?"
"Oh, he is doing nicely, thank you.
"Who is he doing nicely?" — Yon.
nen Statesman.
Do It Now.
Customer—Why don't you tack up
this Do It Now" motto? It's been
lying around on the counter for a
month?
Grocer—Ws-al, I'm a-goin' tew tack
It up sometime—if I ever git to it!—
Judge.
An Exception.
"Misfortunes," growled the pessi-
mist. "always come in pairs—"
"Oh. I don't know," remarked Jack
son Trays. "I've won • number of
pretty good pots with piirs."—Phila.
dolphin Preen.
Grand Lax ceny.
fie—Suppose I steal a kiss?
4 Sbe—Oh, that would be petty lar-
ceny
lie—And suppose I steal a handree.'
She—Oh, that would be grand, of
course—Judge.
As- Arranged.
First Pickpocket—Here he comes,
cow!
Second Pickpocket—All right. You
keep a watch on 'lm while I take a
vetch off 'im!—Cassell's.
Testimonial.
"I'm told that Dr. Yarbdiggles
medicine is mighty good for rheuma-
tism. What do you think about It?
"I suspect it Is. My rheumatism
teemed to thrive on It."—Chicago Sun.
Perfectly Safe.
Him—I -ender if it would be safe
for me to steal a kiss?
Her—Oh! how can you ask such a
.luestiun when I azu helpless and
stone '—Cleveland Leader.
Unexpected Surplus.
The Barber—Shampoo? No-• Shall
singe the ends of the hair?
Elderly Party—Say, do I look as if
ha..1 hair to lairti?—Life.
His Own Estimate.
"He can't value himself highly.'"
V--Why not/
"Because he's always giving himself
away."---Cassell's.
What Did He Expect?
"I thought be was going on • polar
stpedltion"
"Hs was; but he got cold Lest."
—Houston Post.
A Kicker.
Bill—What is your wife's idea of
oodern football?
Jill--0k, there's not enough kicking
'11416.411601111ifruftillmallimme6
NEW YORK WOMAN'S SHOES 1
Philadelphia Critic Says Their Ap-
6rT
itIROU611pearance Indicates Care-lessness.
said a Philadelphia woman the oth-
at. day:
"There is one peculiarity about wom-
en in New York which must strike any
stranger coming to the city.
"At hciars, and in most other places
I have visited, a wonian feels almost
well dressed if only her gloves and
shoes are new and really smart look-
ng. In New York that evidently is
not the case, at least so far as the
footwear is concerned,
"Have you noticed it? Even very
rell dressed women over here wear
poor shoes. When they are not shabby
and broken they are of poor last and
cneap leather.
"And the fact is the mo-e remarkable
because I have never seen men more
extravagant in their footy.car than
those of New York. The next time
von are in an elevated train or street
car observe the row of feet opposite.
The men w/I1 almost without exception
be well shod, and there will bt
glimpses of the most beautiful things
in silk and embroidered socks appear-
lag above their shoe tops; while the
stylishly clad feminine foot will be
conspicuous by its absence.
"I don't know whether it is that the
New York woman considers a five-dol-
lar shoe an unheard of extravagance
or whether she is a poor judge of foot-
wear. But whatever it is, I prefer the
olfisfashioned Philadelphia opinion
that a lady is known by her hands ane
feet more than by anything else."
HER BUSINESS ABILITY.
Piano Deal That Netted Resourceful
Wife One Hundred
Senator Platt, in a humorous speech
was praising woman at a dinner party
"And her business ability!" he eye
claimed. "Only the other day tht
young wife ch. a young friend of mitt(
said excitedly to her husband on hi)
return home;
" 'John, I have made more money
than you to-day.'
" 'How much have you made?' ht
asked.
" 'A hundred dollars,' she said
proudly.
" 'Good, good!' cried the youne
man. 'And 4.dow did you make it?'
" 'Well,' said the young lady, 'yoi
know my old piano that you only paidPOO for? I sold it to-day for $400.'
"'Gracious, and what are you going
be do with all the money?' he asked.
" 'Ole there isn't any money,' slit
sok&
" 'Ear
"'You see, I sold the piano to a deal
sr, she explained. 'He gives me a new
one for $e00 and allows me $400 foi
the old one. Haven't I done well? ii
you'd stay home and let me 'run yous
business for you, you'd grow rich.
Think, $100 a day! That is over $300,.
000 a year.' "
MARYLAND'S OLD VOLCANOS
Three Peaks in Western Mountains
Found to Be Metal-Bearing
Volcanic Bock.
Prof. Philip R. Uhler returns to the
eity with the report of a discovery
which he made in the western Mary-
land mountains. Three peaks, the prin-
cipal one named Buzzard's Knob,
crown's, plateau about six miles from
the city, reports the Baltimore Amen-
fan. It was for Prof. Uhler to discover
that the three prominences aze in fact
xilcanoes, and that they are the very
oldest type of volcanic rock that is
hpund in the United States.
Or Childress
Thefts peaks are of a different form
beim volcanoes like Vesuvius. In the
latter form of volcano molten lava and • •
stones are reseed up by superheated
steam, leaving a deep hole, but in
these craters in western Maryland the
whole mountain, was originally in a
molten condition and the top crust was
forced upward in a dome-shaped form
and such lava as did not escape wa.







It Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter. Co.,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET. L OUISVILLE.
Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stock!' which
im not a good brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examinaticn with
some flaw undetected lee ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one hot it






The volcanic rock of the region is met
al-bearing, and specimens of gray
green and gold copper were found by
Dr. Uhler. The domes of the craters
were somewhat cElptleal In shape.
MEANING OF SU.NAMES.




Nertrly surnames erlgInatiy had r
meaning. They were deser'ptive of
their owners. In a word, they were
nicknames. like "Skinny," or "Shorty,"
or "Pud." says the
Peel is a surname that shows the
original Peel to have been bald. Grae
means fat—from the French "gnaw'
(trait. from "grand," means htg
An Oliphant should be a clumsy and
unwieldy person. This surname was
"elephant" originally.
The Parkers were keepers of rohle-
men's parks. The Warners were war.
rimers or rabbit tenders. The Barker,
prepared hark for tanning. The 1.•
boucherea were butchers.
Bell meant handsome. Cameron
meant crooked-nosed. Curtin meant
ocillte. And Forster meant forester:
Napier. a servant in charge of the ta
ble linen; Palmer, a pilgrim: Wain.
wright, a wagon builder; Webster, a
weaver; Wright, a carpenter.
)(ceding Matters.
"Haven't you often wondered why
se many broken down widowers want
to get married astinT"
'Why, no. /diversity, they want to J. C. Talbot of Chicsgn wasn theretalred."—BaltInsore Asaerloaa. city yesterde y.
EYE, EAR, NO= AND
THROAT




Great Men Have Been Unable to Ex-
pound Written Thoughts.
There are several anecdotes which
b-ar out the theory that a competent
and reverend commentator may some-
times expound a work of genius more
effectively than its writer himstlt
could do, especially such works as
tend to the allegorical.
When the famous mystic Bohme
was on his death-bed it is related that
some of his followers came to him
with the request that he would ex-
plain a certain more than usually cryp-
tic possage writings. Ile puz-
zled; over it to no purpose. "My
dear children," he said as he laid the
book feebly aside, when I wrote this
I understood its meaning, and no
doubt the omniscient God did. He
may still remember it, -but I have
for
A very sim:lar story is told of oth-
er authors—perhaps- with as much
truth. Klopstock. the German poet
whom his admirers compared to Mil-
ton, was once questioned at Gottingen
as to the exact meaning of one of his
stanzas. lie read it over once or
twic., and then delivered this judg-
ment • "I _cannot remember what
meant when I wrote it, but I do re-
member that it was one of the finest
thing I ever wrote, and you cannot
do better than devAe your lives to the
discovery of its meaning."
Extursioll:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pitch.
et company—the cheapest and bee
exeursion ort of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & retor
It is a trip of pleasure, cortdor
and rest; good service, good tab'
good rooms, etc. Boats leave cal
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. Us
For other information apply to Jas




Round trip to EVANSVILLE AN
RETURN, continous passage $4..03:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, parts
cf five or over $x.5o each, without
$2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. kor
ariher particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent,
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GUM, BEECH 4ND OAK FLCORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED Hou.c1BACKED:AND_POLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE




We want you to know
that we keep everything for
the convenience and comfort
of the smoker. Not only the
choicest line of Cigars,Cigar-









Our Cigars are kept in per-
fect condition and this is what
tbs particular, critical smoker
requires. We handle all the
popular brands of Cigars, in-
eluding the various "National"
brands which have proved
themselves so deservedly pop-
ular.
Whatever YOU, agar Taste
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PERSONAL NOTES. +
+ + + -;•• + + + +
N1rs. A. C. PAtterson and son Ralph,
of Atlanta. Ga., are visiting Mrs. Kate
Crag, proprietress of Hotel Craig.
\Ir. H. C. Lineisay, manager of the
Satherland Mledicine company, has
, r.e to Columbia. Ill., where he was
ca!led by a message informing him
tl'at his aged mother was dangerous-
ly ill at her home in that city.
Conductor Robert Dawes of the
Ca.ro-Hopkinsville run for the I. C.,
's spending his week's vacation at-
tangling the big camp meeting up at
Eddyville.
PE RSOSA L .
Mrs. George Niles of Henderson.













t_ity gt) twine tomorrow allcr
Judge E. \,1 Bagby went to Cairo
yesterday on business. 
v siting the former's mother, Mrs. P.
Miss Pearl Watkins, former y' 
G. 
Reed'
Miss Lucy James has returned
stenographer for the Webb-Phillips
commission ce•npany, will leave next
Senday for C. rksdale, Miss., to to-
:de.
Hon. John . endr Ick went to
Smithland yi.sterday to attend cir-
cuit court.
Mrs. Kate Love of Smithland was
.n the city yesterdiiy shopping.
Attorney Alfred Hendrick has
gone Smithland to sisit before ric-
tus n)ig to Frankfort to resume his
defies of private secretary to Judge
Thomas Nunn of the appellate bench.
Miss Willie Evans of Corsicana,
Texas, has gone to Mayfie.,d, after
v siting her aunt. Mrs. Frank Philltps
South Fourth street.
Miss Elizabeth Dunn of Smithland.
go home today, after visiting
••r aunt, Mrs. 'Frank Phillips of
,..nith Fourth.
M'ss Nell Hendrick goes to Staun-
ton. Va., next week to resume her
studies at the seminary.
Attorney Chitrles C. Grassham yes-
terday went to Smithland to attend
cf art.
Judge Thomas Evans of Smithland
has come home.
Commonwealth Attorney Johp
day en route for Smithland. where the Man 
Caught 
With
Grayot and wife passed through Mon -
from vis:ting in Marion, Ill.
Mrs. Johnson and daughter. Miss
Edna of South Fourth have returned
from visiting in Nashville.
Misses Lorena and Elizabeth
Graham have gone to Jackson, Tenn.,
to attend school.
Miss Mary Barry has returned from
Earlington and Dawson.
Mr. Ell'ott Mitchell has gone to
lowa and St. Louis on business.
Miss Verna Kirby of Greenfield,
Tenn.. is visiting her cousin, Mrs.
Samuel Hill.
Mrs. Jack Calloway yesterday re-
turned from visiting her daughter in
Memphis.
Miss Alma Kopf has returned from
spending the. summer in the North.
Prof. J. T. Ross has returned from
visiting his son. Mr. Polk Ross of
Huntingdon, Tenn.
Mr. W. S. Radnedge and w fe have
returned from Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. W. P. Allen returned from
Louisvile yesterday.
Miss Kate Thaler of St. Louis is
visiting Mrs. C. M. Thompson on
Fountim avenue.
former attends circuit court which
opens there today.
.ITS. W. B. Terry of Pr nceton,
Ky.. is visiting Mrs. John K.. Hen-
crick of Broadway.
Hal Headrick 'eaves next week for
Castle Heights college at Lebanon,
Tenn., for the winter. •
Col. Will'am Katterjohn will return
today from a trip ,to Chicago.
Mr. J. Andy Bauer has returned
from a trip to Akron, Ohio.
Isadore 'Klein has returned front a
several weeks' tour through the east.
Wm. Stier the leatherworker, has
arrived here from Louisville 'As lo-
cate.
Edward F. Dunne. Jr., ansi Mal-
colm MacHatg of Chicago have ar-
rived tm visit Oharles C,ox of Foun-
tain aveette.
Henry Arenz and bride are expee:•d
to arrive tomorrow or next day from
Louisiana. Mo., where they went
after being married last Satutrday in
St. Louis.
Alderman W. T. Miller last night
went to Fulton on business.
Nolan Van Culin, the banker, is
visiting his aunt in Hopkinsville.
Miss Clot. McCann of South Ninth
street goes to Clinton, Ky. ,today to
attend college.
City Clerk Henry Bailey returned
Sunday from Cerulean Springs, to
which place he accempanied his wife,
who went there for a sojourn.
Miss Nona Darnell has returned
from visiting in Nashville, Tenn.
J. S: Ross atxl wife have gone to
Grand Rivers for a visit of several
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Denning live
gone to Salem, Livingston county,
for a ten days' visit..
Miss Ella Sanders is spending the
week with Miss Anna Mae Yeiser of
Area .
Mis.: 'Ruth Estes of Memphis,
Tenn., will return today to her home
after visiting relatives here.
Miss Mary Polk goes to Alexan-
dria, La., today to enter school for
the winter.
Rev. B. E. Reed of St. Louis is oi two men who robbed the Mexico,
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Rabb. Ky. . postoffice April 6th. Yesterday
Noble. the local state atithoritiel turned
Dennie Halp n has gone to R'ichards over to the federal officials receiver, commissioner, or otherwise.
Chicago to attend college. who arraigned the accused before U. realty, tangible, or intangible per.
Miss Dora Smith of Hickman has S. Commissioner At MOW Glardner, sonal property, on the 15th day of
returned home after visiting Miss where Richards confessed and was i September, are required on or before
Virginia Strong. ' held to the federal grand jury 'for the 1st day ,of October to give the
Mr. Joe Hurst has gone to St the postoffice affar. When the United assessor a true and complete list of
Louis to reside. States officials finish with this for same. With true cash value thereof,
Mr. Guy Randall has gone to Den- him, he will be turned back over to ZA of the 15th day of September.
vcr and Little Rock.
I Miss lulu Rosenthal of Owens-
born, .Ky.. has returned home after
visiting 'Miss Viola Urrnan.
Mrs. George W. Herald and son.
and 'M'ss Aline Hoyt of St. Louis,
are visiting Mrs. C. M. Thompsonsof
I Fountain avenue.
I...SSSUUSS.S...SSSS. Mrs. Charles Scott and ohildren of
Another's Wife
OSBORNE STABB.F.D ROY ROG-
ERS SEVERAL TIMES
LAST NIGHT.
++++++++++++++4             •:•
• POPULAR WANTS.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
FREE dirt 500 loads Jackson and
Twenty-Eighth,'Phone 1865.
FOR RENT—Room for rent at
31; North Sixth St.
WANTED--A good, cook at 731
Kentucky avenue; good wages. Geo.
I,angstaff.
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 533 South Third street.
New phone cooA.
FOR SALE—Two hand-power
freight elevators. Apply J. R. Smith
& Son.
UMBRELLA repairing done at
31t South Third street on short no
t.ce.
$goo cash buys seven 50x165 foot
lots one block of Watts Boulevard.
F. J. hicELWEE. 317 N. Seventh St.
WANTED—Position by exper-
ienced stenographer. Capable of





cor re Dr. Blythe
Fraternity Building.
lots Thir-
streets, north Office Phone 369.
reasonable. In
second floor
SHOE repair shop old stand 307
South Fourth, $io per month. 'Phone
1965.
FINE little store or shop 15x5o
only $t5 per month. Ring up 1865.
$9oo cash buys seven 50x165 foot
lots one block of Watts Bou'evard.
F. J. McELWEE. 3t7 N. Seventh st.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
*es of at and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an teatpe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Oifficer, New Rich-
mond noose, Pathicah, Ky.-
WANTED-3 girls (whte) congeni-
al work. salary. Apply ready to work.
Mr. Meyers, Craig Hotel, 9 a. im.
FOR RENT-3 rooms, furnace and
hall with toilet, hot and cold bath,








the local officials for the housebreak-
ing warrant. Postoffice Inspector
liostford located Richards here.
F. B. Richards Held Over to Federal
Grand Jury on Charge of Post-
office Robbery.
Buy your School Boots early
YOU RUN NO RISK.
If you should ptitchase something you
changOor refund the money.
At SPECtAL OFFER. We have several hundred lights to 1 tera-
ture, gramtners. histories and music readers used about two months in
the Cliicago schools. These are ptactically as good as new, and we can
k'sive You qui, 4 -good deal on your purchases.
0. 
; 4
E wiLsoti AT HARBOUR'S STORE..,
do not need we will either ex
Roy Rogers, a young fellow about
21 years of age, was cut :n three
places last night by George Osborne,
on the latter finding Rogers in a room
with Mrs. Osborne at the latter's
home at 9o8 North Eighth street.
Rogers was cut on the left arm. once
OP the left hip, and the other time
in the left side of the stomach. The
'Ltter wound was the most dangerous.
Osborne is a brakeman on the I.
C. railroad down about Fulton and
coming -in last night, went home.
tilde trying to get in he heard his
wife tell some other in the house
that somebody was trying to enter.
Discerning by this that Rogers was
innide, Osborne ripped open the
screen door, and rushing in stabbed
Rogers while the latter lay in bed.
Osborne was locked up by Officers
Long and McCune, while Rogers
wounds were dressed by City Fhys -
cian Bass.
Clad 'in a white nightgown Rogers
rushed mit. with his clothing under
hit arm, and running all the way to
Pith and Jefferson streets, there put
his c'othes on.
Disorderly Conduct,
Charles Murphy was arrested by
Officers Terrell and Hill on the
charge of disorderly conduct.
Alleged Postoffice Thief.
F. B. Richards, who is beaing held
here in the county jail on the charge
ri housebreakiig. proves to be one
Ts: Payers' Notice?
Padtscah, , September r. 1506.
You are hereby notified that all
persons owning or hav'ing in their
possession, or under their control as
azene guardian, or committee, exe-
cutor, ern nistrator, curator, trust**
4
Specialjen Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement,
A Seth Thomas $12.00 Mantel Clock for 
Roger's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set, 
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a set, 
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set 
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent. off of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fiat as any line in the city, at so per cent.
off regular price—you pust see this line to estimate fully the bargians we
are offering.
A special reduction on every article in our store for to days only—
strictly for cash—
Our repairs must give you satis facing.
Eyes tested free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co •
315 BROADWAY. GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.








Abram L: Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE









We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Homo palm Motor.
a s Korn Power Motor.
I 554 Horst Poore Mbtor.
a Horse Power Mbtor.
ro Hone Power Motor.
1 too Light Opmemo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
155-155 1110,0 Poorth Iltrett.
undet oath, upon forms to he furn-
ished on applic.ation by said assessor
at. his office, and that all merchants.
of the city doing business for them-
selves or others shall n like manner
And in addition thereto, state the
highest amount in value of goods.
wares, and merchandise, owned or
kept on hand for sale by said mer-
chants, during the three months next
.receding such tsth day of Septem
her.
Prompt attention to this will save
property owners additional cost,
STEWART DICK, Assessor.
rie, room 9 City Hall.












Paducah Stamp & Stencil Co.
523 B roadway. New Tel. 36.
GENUINE,TRADEWATER COA L REAL PITTSBURG
Lump 12c, Nut 11c. Lump 13c, Nut 12c.
Let us have your order now
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Imorasesied.
Office Second and Ohio. 'Both Telephones 254.
imimmisommille-,""""'"'"- - - * !'w"`' 
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